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BOARD OF DIRECTORS REGULAR MEETING 

November 19, 2015, 11:00 a.m. 
 
1. Consultant/Guest Introduction 

2. Public Comment• 

3. Legislative Update – Peggi O’Keefe 

4. General Manager Report – Linn Brooks  

4.1. Action Items 

4.1.1. Meeting Minutes of October 22, 2015, Special Meeting☼ 
4.1.2. Meeting Minutes of October 22, 2015, Joint Special Meeting with Eagle River Water and 

Sanitation District☼ 
4.1.3. Public Hearing: 2016 Proposed Budget – James Wilkins 

4.1.3.1. Resolution to Adopt 2016 Budget  
4.1.3.2. Resolution to Appropriate Sums of Money 

4.1.4. Public Hearing: 2016 Proposed Rates 
4.1.4.1. Resolution to Adopt 2016 Rates 

4.1.5. Sanitation Maintenance Warranty Deductible Endorsement – Leslie Isom☼  
4.1.6. Major Facilities Policy Rules and Regulations Amendment – Jeff Schneider☼ 
4.1.7. Employee Recognition – Linn Brooks 
4.1.8. Consent Agenda: Contract Log☼  
4.1.9. Resolution Designating Use of Eagle County Housing Guidelines as Reference Material 

for Definition of Affordable Housing – John McCaulley☼ 

4.2. Strategy Items - Linn Brooks  

4.2.1. Wilderness Policy Update – Linn Brooks and Glenn Porzak 
4.2.2. Water Demand Management Program 

4.2.2.1. Pilot Project Results – John McCaulley and Elena Jones 
4.2.2.2. Irrigation and Sprinkler Account Impact Fee Draft Policy – John McCaulley and 

Elena Jones☼ 

4.3. Information Items – Linn Brooks 

4.3.1. General Manager Report 
4.3.2. Operations Report* 
4.3.3. Traer Creek Tank Update 
4.3.4. Proposed 2016 Meeting Schedule* 
4.3.5. Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility Update 
4.3.6. Update on 303(d) Prehearing – Siri Roman 
4.3.7. Urban Runoff Group/Stormwater Update – Siri Roman 



   ☼ Action Item Attachment 
 

* Informational Attachment 
 

† Confidential Attachment 
 • Public comment of items not on the agenda is limited to three minutes per person on any particular subject for which 

public comment is accommodated, pursuant to § 18-9-108, C.R.S. 
 

 
 

 
 

4.3.8. Pipeline Condition Assessment Project – Glen Phelps* 
 
 

4.4. Finance Report – James Wilkins*  

4.4.1. October Water Sales 
4.4.2. Development Impact Fee Revenue Report – October 
4.4.3. Quarterly Financial Report  

4.5. Public Affairs Report – Diane Johnson* 
4.5.1. Colorado Water Plan Update 

4.6. Monthly Reports  

4.6.1. Authority October Meeting Summary – draft* 
4.6.2. Authority and District Committees* 

5. General Counsel Report – Jim Collins† 

5.1. Settlement and Waiver Agreement with Traer Creek Metropolitan District* 

6. Water Counsel Report – Glenn Porzak 

6.1. Forest Service Water Right Directives* 
6.2. Wilderness Policy Update* 
6.3. Eagle River MOU Projects 

7. Executive Session pursuant to § 24-6-402(a)(b),(e), and (f), C.R.S.  

7.1. Water Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Glenn Porzak 
7.1.1. Proposed State Legislation† 
7.1.2. CRCA Matters 

7.2. General Counsel Review of Matters in Negotiation – Jim Collins 
7.2.1.   Employee Housing Matters – Leslie Isom 

8. Adjournment 









 

 

 

B O A R D  A C T I O N  R E Q U E S T  
 
TO: ERWSD Board of Directors 

FROM: Jeffrey Schneider, P.E. 

DATE: November 11, 2015 

RE: Major Facilities Policy Rules and Regulations Revisions 

Summary:  The Board of Directors is asked to approve revisions to the Rules and Regulations attached 
hereto as Exhibit A.  The purpose of the revisions is to implement the Major Facilities Policy adopted by 
the Board on at the October 22, 2015 regular meeting.  The Major Facilities Policy is attached as Exhibit 
B.  Revisions have been made to the Main Body of the Rules and Regulations, Appendix C, and 
Appendix D.  The revisions generally consist of adding provisions to the Rules and Regulations providing 
for the construction of Major Facilities, and deleting design standards and other information that allowed 
for developer-constructed Major Facilities.  In addition, some minor housekeeping revisions were made to 
remove confusion related to the adoption of the Water Service Impact Fee in April. 
 
Discussion: As presented in last month’s Board meeting, a Major Facility is defined as any infrastructure 
that is critical to the District and Authority’s mission to provide efficient, effective and reliable water and 
wastewater utility service for our customers.  Examples of Major Facilities in the District and Authority’s 
systems are shown in Table 1.  Major facilities are not limited to these examples and the District reserves 
the right to identify additional facility types as Major Facilities at its discretion: 
 

Table 1:  Major Facilities 
 

Water Wastewater 
Treatment facilities Treatment facilities 
Treatment facility expansions Treatment facility expansions 
Raw water supply Mainline lift stations 
Supply wells  
Pumping facilities  
Storage facilities  
  
  

Operational and design criteria established during the planning and design phases, along with other 
decisions made during planning, design and construction, can impact the life cycle of a facility.  The true 
life cycle of a major facility encompasses planning, design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance/refurbishment of the facility. Therefore, the District/Authority should maintain sole 
responsibility and decision making for the entire life cycle of a major facility. 
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Objective:   The objective of the changes to the Rules and Regulations is to formally implement the 
Major Facilities Policy.  The Major Facilities Policy was unanimously adopted at the October 22, 2015 
board meeting.  By revising the Rules and Regulations, Developers are required to enter into agreements 
for the design and construction of Major Facilities.  It also removes certain processes for CRT application, 
inspection, and acceptance of Major Facilities that no longer apply. 

 
Background: Previously, developers would construct water and wastewater system expansions to serve 
new development; those system expansions were all categorized as ‘mainline extensions.’  Mainline 
extensions included facilities beyond water and sewer mains.  The projects often consisted of storage and 
pumping facilities as well.  The Major Facilities Policy ensures that all project management (design, 
permitting, construction, commissioning, etc.)  for Major Facilities is conducted by the District.  The 
financial responsibility for Major Facilities still lies with the developer.   

The Rules and Regulations revisions contemplated were first drafted by Staff, then collaboratively edited 
and reworked by the Construction Review Team (CRT).  After all comments were incorporated by CRT 
members, the revisions were sent to the senior management team and legal counsel for review.  The 
revisions included in the packet incorporated comments from all parties.   

Recommendation: Staff recommends adoption of the revisions to the Rules and Regulations as 
presented. 
 
Suggested Resolution and Motion: Move to approve the adoption of the Rules and Regulations 
revisions. 
 
Attached Supporting Documentation:  
 
Exhibit A – Revisions to Rules and Regulations 
Exhibit B – Major Facilities Policy 
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November 2015 

Introduction 
Below is a summary of changes to sections of the Rules and Regulations Main Body, Appendix C, and Appendix D,  
The previous language is shown first, followed by the revised language.  Where applicable, deletions are shown in 
strikethrough and additions are shown in red. 

Main Body Revisions 
Article II, Definitions 
Previous language:  N/A 

Revised language:   

2.4.3 Major Facility 
A Major Facility is any infrastructure determined to be critical to the District’s mission to provide water and wastewater 
service to customers.  Examples of Major Facilities include treatment facilities, raw water supplies, storage facilities, 
wells, pumping facilities, lift stations, and others as determined by the District. 

Article IV: 

4.4 Infrastructure Acceptance Process 
Previous language: 

Extensions, modifications or abandonments of, or Connections to the Water or Wastewater Systems must be 
approved through the District’s Infrastructure Acceptance Process.   

Revised language: 

Extensions, modifications or abandonments of, Connections to the Water or Wastewater Systems, or the completion 
by the District of any Major Facilities must be approved through the District’s Infrastructure Acceptance Process.   

4.5.6 Treated Water Storage Requirement 
Previous language: 

The District requires any Customers owning property upon which new development or re-development is proposed, 
which is located within the District’s service area, and which will result in an increase in water use or new water use 
greater than the water use of the existing development to mitigate the impact of the water use on the water storage 
facilities of the District by providing treated water storage adequate to meet the needs of the Customer’s proposed 
development, or, at the discretion of the District, to pay a fee in lieu of providing new treated water storage.  

Revised language: 

 

 

 

MAJOR FACILITIES POLICY RULES AND 

REGULATIONS REVISIONS 
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The District requires any Customers owning property upon which new development or re-development is proposed, 
which is located within the District’s service area, and which will result in an increase in water use or new water use 
greater than the water use of the existing development to mitigate the impact of the water use on the water storage 
capacity of the District.  Such mitigation may include development of new storage facilities funded by the developer in 
addition to the payment of the WSIF by customers establishing new service.    

Section 8.5 Determination of Sufficient System Capacity 
Previous language: 

Evaluation of the proposed water and wastewater infrastructure needed to serve the proposed development includes 
an analysis of the impacts the proposed development’s water uses and wastewater demands will have on existing or 
future infrastructure of the District, treatment and  system capacity, regulatory compliance, rates and water supplies.  
If deemed necessary, the CRT may require a third party review by its system modeling and engineering consultants 
to determine the effect of the proposed connection and demand on the District’s existing infrastructure and treatment 
capacity.  The Applicant may be required to up-grade/modify existing infrastructure to accommodate the proposed 
development and its impact to the water and wastewater infrastructure, at the Applicant’s cost. 

Revised language: 

Evaluation of the proposed water and wastewater infrastructure needed to serve the proposed development includes 
an analysis of the impacts the proposed development’s water uses and wastewater demands will have on existing or 
future infrastructure of the District, treatment and  system capacity, regulatory compliance, rates and water supplies.  
CRT and the District’s consultants will determine system impacts.  If deemed necessary, the CRT may require a third 
party review by its system modeling and engineering consultants to determine the effect of the proposed connection 
and demand on the District’s existing infrastructure and treatment capacity.  The Applicant may be required to up-
grade/modify existing infrastructure to accommodate the proposed development and its impact to the water and 
wastewater infrastructure, at the Applicant’s cost. 

Section 8.6 Determination of Treated Water Storage Dedication 
Previous language: 

An Applicant with property upon which new development or re-development is proposed, which is located within the 
District’s service area, and which will require an increase in water use or new water use not allowed by existing 
Connections or zoning, is required to provide treated water storage adequate to meet the needs of the proposed 
development, or, at the option of the District, pay cash in lieu of new treated water storage. 

The amount of treated water storage required shall be equal to the combined volumes of water calculated to meet the 
need for equalization storage, emergency storage, and fire flow storage for the development.  Equalization storage 
shall be equal to 25 percent of average daily demand (ADD); emergency storage equal to 100 percent of ADD; and 
fire flow storage based on the greatest fire flow required by the fire protection agency having jurisdiction in the service 
area of the proposed treated water storage reservoir.  Confirmation of the fire flow volume required by the fire 
protection agency shall be included in the submittal. 

If the proposed development is to be served by a new treated water storage facility, Applicant shall provide size and 
capacity calculations, geotechnical information, and conceptual plans as part of the plan submittal. 

Revised language: 

An Applicant with property upon which new development or re-development is proposed, which is located within the 
District’s service area, and which will require an increase in water use or new water use not allowed by existing 
Connections or zoning, is required to provide treated water storage adequate to meet the needs of the proposed 
development.  This requirement may be fulfilled by funding the design and construction of a new storage facility 
(Major Facility) in addition to funding storage capacity through payment of the WSIF by the customers. 
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The amount of treated water storage required shall be equal to the combined volumes of water calculated to meet the 
need for equalization storage, emergency storage, and fire flow storage for the development.  Equalization storage 
shall be equal to 25 percent of average daily demand (ADD); emergency storage equal to 100 percent of ADD; and 
fire flow storage based on the greatest fire flow required by the fire protection agency having jurisdiction in the service 
area of the proposed treated water storage reservoir.  The CRT will work with the applicable fire protection agency to 
determine fire storage requirements using best practices.   If additional storage is required, it will be implemented as 
a Major Facility.   

If the proposed development is to be served by a new treated water storage facility, Applicant shall provide estimated 
size and capacity calculations, geotechnical information, and conceptual plans as part of the plan submittal. 

8.6.1 Treated Water Storage- Cash-in-lieu of New Storage 
Previous language: 

For proposed developments requiring treated water storage but within the service area of an existing District storage 
tank having excess capacity available to serve the proposed development (as determined by the District), or where 
the District is planning to construct new regional storage facilities with sufficient capacity to serve the proposed 
development, Applicant may pay cash in lieu of treated water storage to the District.  If the District agrees to accept 
cash in lieu of treated water storage, the amount of the fee shall be the treated water storage calculated to meet the 
needs of the development times the related fee as presented in Appendix A, Schedule of Fees and Rates.   

The treated water storage requirement is 700 gallons per Single Family Equivalent (SFE).  If the District approves the 
payment of cash in lieu of providing treated water storage, payment shall be made in full to the District at the time of 
Connection, refer to Article IV, Connection Fees. 

Revised language:  N/A, Section 8.6.1 removed in its entirety 

9.2.1 Construction Plan Submittal Requirements, second to last paragraph 
Previous language: 

If necessary, the CRT may require third party review by the District’s system modeling consultant to determine the 
effect of the proposed Work and/or demand on the District’s existing infrastructure and treatment plant capacity.  The 
Applicant may be required to up-grade and/or modify the existing infrastructure to accommodate the development 
and its demand on the District’s system. Any required up-grades and/or modifications to the existing Water or 
Wastewater System may be at Applicant’s expense, as determined by the District. 

Revised language: 

If necessary, the CRT may require third party review by the District’s system modeling consultant to determine the 
effect of the proposed Work and/or demand on the District’s existing infrastructure and treatment plant capacity.  The 
Applicant may be required to up-grade and/or modify the existing infrastructure to accommodate the development 
and its demand on the District’s system. Any required up-grades and/or modifications to the existing Water or 
Wastewater System may be at Applicant’s expense, as determined by the District.  If the Applicant’s development 
necessitates the construction of Major Facilities, the Applicant will enter into an agreement with the District to provide 
funding for the design and construction of such facilities. 

New section 9.2.3 Major Facilities 
Previous language: N/A 

Revised language: 

Early in the development approval process, the Applicant will present conceptual drawings and calculations to the 
CRT for a determination of the need for Major Facilities.  Major Facilities will be determined and identified on a case-
by-case basis by the District, but in general will include the following: 
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Major Facilities 

 

Water Wastewater 
Treatment facilities Treatment facilities 
Treatment facility 
expansions 

Treatment facility 
expansions 

Raw water supply Mainline lift stations 
Supply wells  
Pumping facilities  
Storage facilities  

 

The Applicant will enter into an agreement with the District for the design and construction of Major Facilities, or 
provision for the construction or upgrade of Major Facilities may be included in a Water Service Agreement or a 
Sewer Service Agreement between the District and the Applicant.  The District shall provide all project management 
services for Major Facilities, including planning, design, and engineering of all Major Facilities; preparation of bid 
documents, preparation of construction cost estimates, bidding the project, awarding the contract, and managing 
construction to completion and throughout the warranty period.  Developer shall be solely responsible for providing all 
of the funds necessary for planning, design, and construction of the Major Facility. 

9.2.4 Construction Plan Approval Letter 
Previous language: 

A Construction Plan Approval Letter grants the Applicant permission to commence the Work.  A Construction Plan 
Approval Letter shall not be granted until: 

(a) Inclusion of the property to be served into the District service area or a service contract with the 
District is completed; 
 

(b) All water rights issues pertaining to the Applicant’s project have been resolved to the satisfaction of 
the District; 

 
(c) Dedication of required Treated Water Storage and resolution of dedication of treated water storage, to 

be paid by the Applicant at time of Connection. The District will make a determination of whether the 
Applicant must dedicate treated water storage sufficient to serve the proposed development. 
 

(d) All requirements of the Construction Plan Approval process have been met to the satisfaction of the 
CRT. 

 

Revised language: 

A Construction Plan Approval Letter grants the Applicant permission to commence the Work.  A Construction Plan 
Approval Letter shall not be granted until: 

(a) Inclusion of the property to be served into the District service area or a service contract with the District is 
completed; 

 
(b) All water rights issues pertaining to the Applicant’s project have been resolved to the satisfaction of 

the District; 
 

(c) Resolution of required Treated Water Storage.  The District will make a determination of whether the 
Applicant must dedicate treated water storage sufficient to serve the proposed development. 
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(d) Agreements are in place for the construction of Major Facilities as identified during the application 
process. 
 

(e) All requirements of the Construction Plan Approval process have been met to the satisfaction of the 
CRT. 

 
9.3.4 Water Operations Inspection 
Previous language: 

Treated Water Storage Tank Inspections 

The following will be inspected by the District, as applicable: 

 Disinfection (ANSI/AWWA C652-92) 
 Fire hydrant:  Installed near tank 
 Vents:  Screened and secure 
 Overflow Drainage:  Protects infrastructure and property from damage 
 Hatches/Doors/Ladders:  Safe, operable and secure 
 Intrusion alarms:  Operable 
Pumps, Controls, Telemetry Inspections, and Testing 

Prior to Construction Acceptance of each installation, a 48-hour on-line test will be conducted on the 
control/mechanical systems installed.  It will be the responsibility of the Applicant to demonstrate to the 
District’s satisfaction the proper functioning of all control and mechanical systems during the test period. 

Revised language:  N/A, section 9.3.4 removed in its entirety 

9.3.5 Wastewater Operations Inspection 
Previous language: 

 

Lift Station Inspection 

The following will be inspected by the District, as applicable: 

 Vents:  Screened and secure 
 Overflow Drainage:  Adequate 
 Hatches/Doors/Ladders:  Secure 
 Intrusion alarms: Operable 
 Pumps, Controls, Telemetry: Operable 
 Start-up testing procedures: Completed 
Prior to Construction Acceptance of any installation, a 48-hour on-line test will be conducted on the 
control/mechanical systems installed.  It will be the responsibility of the Applicant to demonstrate to the 
District’s satisfaction the proper functioning of all control and mechanical systems during the test period. 

Revised language:  N/A, section 9.3.5 removed in its entirety. 

9.4.1 Construction Acceptance Submittal Requirements 
Previous language: 

Operations and Maintenance Manuals 

Where applicable, the Applicant shall submit three (3) copies of the final hard cover bound Operation and 
Maintenance Manuals and one (1) electronic copy, incorporating any District review comments. For any new tanks, 
pump stations, lift stations and telemetry systems, a complete Operation & Maintenance Manual shall be submitted to 
the District.  These manuals must also include electrical and control schematics for the equipment provided. Two (2) 
preliminary copies are to be submitted to the District for review and comments prior to equipment start up.   

Revised language:  
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Operations and Maintenance Manuals 

Where applicable, the Applicant shall submit three (3) copies of the final hard cover bound Operation and 
Maintenance Manuals and one (1) electronic copy, incorporating any District review comments. Two (2) preliminary 
copies are to be submitted to the District for review and comments prior to equipment start up.   

Appendix C Revisions 
3.6 Pumping Facilities 
Previous language: 
 

All proposed booster-pumping facilities shall be considered as a special feature and dealt with on an individual case 
basis.  The size, location, and type of the booster pumping facilities shall be reviewed and approved by the District.  
Every effort shall be made to provide facilities, which are consistent with the District’s existing booster pump stations.  
See Chapters 8 and 9 for minimum requirements. 

Revised language:  NA, section 3.6 removed in its entirety. 

3.7 Storage Facilities 

Previous language: 

Water storage reservoirs or tanks are required throughout the distribution system to maintain adequate supply during 
peak demand periods and to provide storage for emergency and fire flow requirements.  Storage reservoirs may also 
be required adjacent to and on the suction side of pumping facilities.  All main line installations to storage tanks shall 
be required to have a fire hydrant adjacent to the tank to accommodate testing and inspection purposes.  The size, 
location, and type of storage reservoirs shall be reviewed and approved by the District. 

All proposed storage tanks shall be considered a special feature and will be dealt with on an individual case basis.  
All proposed storage tank facilities shall be submitted and approved by the District prior to construction of these 
facilities. 

Depending on the type of construction proposed for the water storage tank, the tank should, at a minimum, be 
designed in accordance with AWWA specifications D100, D103, D110, or D115.  For tank construction not covered 
by the above listed AWWA standards such as post tensioned concrete, the design should, at a minimum, meet 
applicable industry standards and specifications. 

Cathodic protection shall be provided for all steel water tanks and the interior and exterior steel components in steel 
or concrete water tanks. 

All vents shall be adequately screened and secured.  All drains and overflow lines shall have a flapper valve or a tide-
flex check valve. 

Locking hatch with intrusion alarm is required.  The intrusion alarm must be capable of transmitting a digital output 
(open/close contact switch) signal to the Avon Drinking Water Facility (ADWF) computer.  Locking hatch must be 
rated for corrosive environment. 

Revised language:  N/A, section 3.7 removed in its entirety 

3.8 Treated Water Storage Dedication 

Previous language:  
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Owners of property upon which new development or re-development is proposed, which is located within the 
Authority’s service area, and which will require an increase in water use or new water use not allowed by existing 
taps or zoning to provide treated water storage adequate to meet the needs of the owner’s proposed development, 
or, at the option of the Authority, shall pay cash in lieu of new treated water storage. 

The amount of water storage required shall be equal to the combined volumes of water calculated to meet the need 
for Equalization Storage, Emergency Storage, and Fire Flow Storage for the development.  Equalization Storage shall 
be equal to 25 percent (%) of Average Daily Demand (ADD), Emergency Storage shall be equal to 100 percent (%) of 
ADD, and Fire Flow Storage shall be calculated based upon the greatest fire flow required by the fire department 
within the service area of the tank.  ADD shall be defined as 350 gallons per Single Family Equivalent (SFE). 

For proposed developments that are required to provide treated water storage that are within the service area of an 
existing Authority tank having excess capacity (as determined by the Authority) to serve the proposed development, 
or where the Authority is planning to construct new regional facilities with the capacity to serve the proposed 
development, the owner may pay cash in lieu of treated water storage to the Authority.  If the Authority agrees to 
accept cash in lieu of treated water storage, the amount of the fee shall be $1.75 times the volume (gallons) of 
treated water storage calculated to meet the needs of the development.  The volume shall be calculated as follows: 

Equalization Storage = ADD/SFE x 0.25 = 87 gallons/SFE 

Emergency Storage = ADD/SFE = 350 gallons/SFE 

Fire Flow Storage = ADD/SFE x 0.75 = 263 gallons/SFE 

Total Storage per SFE   = 700 gallons/SFE 

For proposed developments that the Authority determines cannot be served by an existing treated water storage 
facility, the property owner shall provide a water storage tank or tanks and the land therefore.  Tanks shall be sized 
as follows: 

Equalization Storage/SFE = ADD/SFE x 0.25 = 87 gallons/SFE 

Emergency Storage/SFE = ADD/SFE = 350 gallons/SFE 

Fire Flow Storage = Minimum 180,000 gallons (= 1,500 gpm x 2 hours fire 
flow), sized to provide at least the volume needed to 
deliver the greatest fire flow requirement within the zone 
as recommended by the presiding fire department.  For 
example: a fire flow requirement of 3,500 gpm for 3 
hours = 630,000 gallons. 

If the proposed development is to be served by a new water storage tank, the owner shall submit tank design plans to 
the Authority Construction Review Team and obtain approval prior to starting construction.  Treated water storage 
shall be placed in service prior to the delivery of water service to the development by the Authority.  If the Authority 
approves the payment of cash in lieu of providing treated water storage, payment shall be made in full to the Authority 
prior to construction plan approval for the development infrastructure. 

In summary, the treated water storage requirement is equal to 700 gallons or $1,225 per Single Family 
Equivalent (SFE). 

Revised language:  N/A, section 3.8 removed in its entirety 

SECTION VII – SPECIFICATIONS FOR BOOSTER PUMP STATIONS 

Previous language: 
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7.1 Equipment 

A. All booster pump station installations shall have three-phase, 480 volt power supplies. 

B. Minimums of two (2) pumps are to be installed.  The pump station “firm” pumping capacity must be provided 
with the largest pump out of service.  It is desirable to have the pumps all supplied by a single manufacturer.  
Pumps are to be provided with mechanical seals.  Pumps are to be provided with an inlet and outlet isolation 
valve and a discharge check valve.  Pump discharge control valves may also be required depending on the 
application as determined by the Engineer. 

C. Fused disconnects are required outside the vault where all power to the vault can be secured and locked 
out.  All electrical components must be approved by the District prior to installation. 

D. Clearly labeled individual breakers inside the vault for each pump. 

E. Hour meters for each pump capable of an analog signal, output signal adaptation to be transmitted to the 
computer at the Avon Drinking Water Facility (ADWF). 

F. Flow meter to read gallons per minute and record total gallons produced.  This must be capable of 4-20 
milliamp signal adaptation to the Authority facility computer.  Rosemont Magnetic Flow Meter shall 
manufacture the meter. 

G. Suction and discharge pressure gauges with a digital/dial indicator capable of 4 20 milliamp signal to the 
ADWF computer. 

H. Positive ventilation:  The fans shall be mounted so as to exhaust air as near the capsule roof as practical.  
The fan’s capacity shall provide adequate CFMs to produce one (1) air change every three (3) minutes.  The 
ventilation system shall have its own 15-amp breaker and shall start with a signal generated when the hatch 
opens. 

I. Pump station firm capacity shall be designed to provide complete filling of the service area tank within a time 
frame no greater than 24 hours under the expected build out maximum day demand. 

J. Locking hatch with intrusion alarm.  The intrusion alarm must be capable of transmitting a digital output 
(open/close contact switch) signal to the ADWF computer.  Locking hatch must be rated for corrosive 
environment. 

K. Adequate lighting:  Fluorescent lighting with heavy gauge, all steel housing.  Positive locking stainless steel 
framed and gasketed enclosure. 

L. Heater:  Heavy gauge steel housing and extruded aluminum frame.  Must run off thermostat and provide a 
heat range of 55 to 85 degrees Fahrenheit. 

M. Dehumidifier:  Unit to have dial controlled adjustable humidistat to automatically turn unit on or off at pre 
selected moisture levels. 

N. Wet Floor Alarm:  Must be capable of digital output (open/close contact switch) signal transmission to 
computer at the ADWF. 

O. Surge Relief Valve:  Pilot controlled hydraulically operated, as manufactured by CLA VAL. 

P. An all aluminum access ladder will be provided.  The ladder will meet UL and OSHA approval under Type 1, 
heavy duty specifications. 

Q. Lightning Arrestor:  These shall be motor savers adequately sized to the pump motors. 

R. Equipment Operation and Maintenance Manual:  Three (3) copies are required. 
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S. Station vault shall contain a minimum of two (2) sump holes at opposite ends of the vault. 

T. For the purpose of various temporary emergency bypass pumping, the District will require a fire hydrant at 
both the discharge and intake side of the booster pump station.  Both fire hydrant installations must be within 
20 feet of the booster pump station. 

U. All electrical wiring must be properly labeled and identified (wire numbers with related schematic drawings.) 

The Manufacturer shall also be responsible for installing the proper interface paneling and Unistrut to accommodate 
telemetry installation.  Coordination of telemetry installations and interfacing shall be accomplished through a joint 
effort between the Manufacturer, Engineer, District personnel, and the Telemetry Contractor. 

7.2 Corrosion Protection 

A. The steel structure shall be sandblasted after welding is complete and the prime coating operation shall take 
place immediately after surface preparation.  The prime coat will be durable, chemical resistant, and shall be 
followed by two (2) applications of finishing enamel. 

B. The manufacturer shall provide packaged magnesium anodes for cathodic protection.  The anodes shall be 
buried equally spaced around the station and be connected by heavy copper wire. 

C. All corrosion protection devices will follow NACE guidelines. 

D. The ohmage of each anode ground bed will not exceed 30 ohm each, with current flow limited to that 
required for cathodic protection. 

7.3 Final Grade and Landscaping 

A. Elevation to top of station hatch shall be 12-inches above finished landscaping.  Landscaping shall slope 
away from the booster pump station. 

B. Landscaping vegetation shall not interfere with entrance and egress of the booster pump station. 

C. Landscaping sprinkler heads shall be directed away from vault. 

 

Revised language:  N/A, Section VII deleted in its entirety 

SECTION VIII – BOOSTER PUMP STATION TELEMETRY 

Previous language: 

8.1 Telemetry Control System 

A. Discharge control of the pump operation shall be accomplished by telemetry transmission via 4-20 milliamp 
signal.  The telemetry system shall have the following capabilities: 

1. Complete pump control 

a. Start and stop pumps automatically based on predetermined tank set points. 

b. Start and stop pumps by operator action. 

c. A start/stop signal generation indication on the computer screen. 

d. An override stop control for all pumps, based on a high tank level mechanical float device. 
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2. Pump status indication: 

a. Green for pump running status. 

b. Red for pump off status. 

3. Full interface with field equipment capable of: 

a. Flow meter readings 

b. Flow totalizer readings 

c. Pressure (suction & discharge) readings 

d. Hour meter readings 

e. Intrusion alarm 

f. Wet floor alarm 

g. Pump fault alarms 

8.2 Data Interface Modems 

A. There shall be included with each telemetry loop a pair of solid-state interface modems.  One modem shall 
be set up to transmit only and the other to receive only.  Each modem shall be complete with status lamps 
that continually monitor interface and controls circuits and are used in problem isolation.  

The modems will be completed to the following specifications: 

1. Adjustable transmit level maximum 0 db-15 db in 1-db steps. 

1. Receive signal range 0 db-30 db. 

2. External power requirements 120-volt nominal, 60 Hz., 7 watts. 

3. Stand-alone enclosure. 

4. Transmitter to accept isolated contact closure input. 

5. Receiver to generate 12-vdc nominal at 60-ma current in response to contact closure at 
transmitter. 

6. Modulation to be frequency shift-keyed type. 

7. Solid-state construction using large-scale integrated circuitry. 

8. Front panel push buttons for on site testing.  Capable of self-test to determine if individual 
unit is functional.  Capable of line-loop test to determine if line facilities are functional. 

The booster pump station manufacturer shall furnish the booster pump station’s telemetry system.  It will be the 
manufacturer’s responsibility to integrate the booster pump station hydraulic controls with the telemetry controls and 
produce a completely acceptable system. 

Revised language:  N/A, Section VIII deleted in its entirety 
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Appendix D Revisions  

3.3 Design Capacity and Design Flow 

Previous language: 

In general, capacities are to be designed for the estimated ultimate tributary population, except in considering parts of 
the system that can be readily increased in capacity.  Similarly, consideration is to be given to the maximum 
anticipated capacity of institutions, industrial parks, etc.  Lift stations are specifically discouraged.  Lift stations may 
only be installed with written permission from the District.  Permission must occur prior to construction plan approval.   

Revised language: 

In general, capacities are to be designed for the estimated ultimate tributary population, except in considering parts of 
the system that can be readily increased in capacity.  Similarly, consideration is to be given to the maximum 
anticipated capacity of institutions, industrial parks, etc.  Lift stations are specifically discouraged.  Mainline lift 
stations are considered Major Facilities. 

 



 

1 

October 2015 

Purpose 
The purpose of the Major Facilities Policy is to ensure that critical water and wastewater infrastructure are designed 
and constructed for the optimum combination of long lifespan, overall project value, and recurring operation and 
maintenance cost passed on to District/Authority customers.  Major facilities are defined in Table 1 below; note that 
Major Facilities will be identified on a case-by-case basis. 

Table 1:  Major Facilities 
 

Water Wastewater 
Treatment facilities Treatment facilities 
Treatment facility expansions Treatment facility expansions 
Raw water supply Mainline lift stations 
Supply wells  
Pumping facilities  
Storage facilities  
  
  

  

Policy 
 The Major Facilities Policy can be summarized as follows: 

The District/Authority shall provide all project management services for Major Facilities, including planning, design, 
and engineering of all Major Facilities; preparation of bid documents, preparation of construction cost estimates, 
bidding the project, awarding the contract, and managing construction to completion and throughout the warranty 
period.  Developer shall be solely responsible for providing all of the funds necessary to complete construction of the 
Major Facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

MAJOR FACILITIES POLICY 



Contract Date Change Order Project Name Contractor Contract Project Account Statue and

Number Executed  signed on Amount Manager Number  Notes

15.15.118 pending
Field Operations Asset 
Management:  Project Power Engineers, Inc. $40,000.00 A. Fernandez 10.1.2.00.45.105 Open/Contract Expires 5/27/16

15.15.119 10/15/15
VWW Clarifier Seal 
Replacement Velocity Plant Services $12,183.00 J. Schneider 10.3.9.10.11.500 Open/Contract Expires 12/4/15

15.15.120 11/04/15 Land Planning Services Pylman & Associates $5,000.00 L. Isom 10.1.9.00.90.181 Open/Contract NTE $5,000.00

15.15.121 10/22/15
R1 Well House, R7 Well 
House and Vault - Painting Spiegel Industrial, LLC $27,716.83 B. Peterson 10.3.2.20.30.122 Open/Contract Expires 11/13/15

15.15.122 10/23/15 R1 Well Pull and Video Layne Christensen Company $3,490.00 A. Kirsch 10.3.9.2030.500 Open/Contract Expires 1/1/20/15

15.15.123 10/28/15
AWW Splitter Box Weir Gate 
Replacement

Hydro Construction 
Company, Inc. $57,580.00 M. Marts & T. Drescher10.3.2.10.12.128 Open/Contract Expires 08/01/16

15.15.124S 10/29/15
Miscellaneous Engineering 
Services Lotic Hydrological $15,000.00 S. Roman Various Open/Contract NTE $15,000.00

15.15.125S 11/03/15
Miscellaneous Landscaping 
Installation Work Ceres Landcare $30,000.00 G. Phelps Various Open/Contract NTE $30,000.00

15.15.126S 11/03/15
Snow Clearing Vail 
Administration Building

SHC Nursery & Landscape 
Co. $10,000.00 G. Phelps 10.3.9.10.20.500 Open/Contract NTE $10,000.00

15.15.127 11/04/15
Asbestos Abatement at 32299 
Hwy 6 Excel Environmental Inc. $38,708.00 C. Nunley 10.1.2.10.05.050 Open/Contract expires 12/18/15

15.15.128 pending
Demolition of structure at 
32299 Hwy 6 Excel Environmental Inc. $27,417.00 C. Nunley 10.1.2.10.05.050 Open/Contract expires 12/18/15

 EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT 2015 CONTRACT LOG















 
 

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS MONTHLY REPORT 

NOVEMBER 2015 

INFORMATION ONLY  

RESERVOIRS, STREAMS AND WEATHER 
 
RESERVOIRS 
 
Eagle Park Reservoir (EPR) is near full, and is steady with outflow adjusted to match inflow at this time.    
 
Black Lakes 1 and 2 are both full.    
 
LOCAL DATA 
 
RESERVOIR UPDATES – 11/4/15 

Reservoir 

Physical 
Capacity 

(AF) 
Current 

Storage (AF) 
Discharge 

(CFS) 

Previous Month 
Change in 

Storage (AF) Comments 
Eagle Park 3,301 3,204 0.1 -23 Near Full 
Black Lake 1 527 527 0 0 Full 
Black Lake 2 98 98 0 0 Full 
Homestake 42,881 41,584 5 -365 Steady 
Green Mountain 153,639 77,028 470 net -27,000 Releasing 
Wolford 65,993 44,910 8 net -490 Releasing  
 
UPPER COLORADO DATA 
 

Reservoir % of Full 
Capacity 

Current Storage 
Million (M) AF 

Current Water Year* 
Inflow vs. Last Year% 

Inflow vs. Outflow 
YTD 

Lake Powell 50.9  12.4 107.2 0.08 MAF 
Lake Mead** 36.2 9.9 N/A N/A 
 
*Water year begins October 1 
**Lake Mead Water Data Website was last updated July 9, 2015 – some data available on other sites 
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STREAMFLOWS 
 
STREAM GAGE UPDATES (Low Flow Events) Data Date  11/4/15 

Gage Location 
Streamflow 

 (CFS) 

Record 
Streamflows 

Low/High 

In-stream 
Flow Level 

(ISF) Comments 

Eagle River @ AWWTP 86 60 (2013) 
139 (2006) 35 ISF Oct-Apr 

Gore Creek above Red Sandstone 22 14 (2000) 
37 (2014) 6 ISF Oct-Apr 

Eagle River below Gypsum 192 155 (1989) 
434 (1985) 50 ISF Oct-Apr 

 
RIVER CALLS: 
 
Shoshone call is in effect.  Cameo Call was withdrawn on October 26. 
 
WEATHER CONDITIONS 
 
Local streamflows are near average. Weather forecasts for Vail range from the upper teens to the low 
40’s with a mix of snow and cloudy conditions as well as sunny days. As of October 15, the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) predicts a strong El Nino in the Pacific, with equal 
chance of above normal and below normal precipitation for the next three months, along with equal 
chances of above or below normal temperatures.   
 
LOCAL NEWS 
 
Urban Runoff Group (URG) & Stormwater Updates  Siri Roman  
 
The source of the wastewater that was discharging from  a stormwater outfall in Lionshead has been 
traced to the Arabelle dewatering discharge sump. The dewatering collection system did not test positive 
for e. coli; therefore, it is likely that a sanitary pipe was plumbed incorrectly and is discharging into the 
dewatering vault. Vail Resorts will be inspecting the vault and inlet pipes on Nov. 10, 2015. 

WATER  
 
The Water Department completed a successful sanitary survey for the Authority’s water treatment plants, 
with the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE) finding no significant 
deficiencies, and no major findings. Work is commencing on Berry Creek Well 3 to replace a failed motor 
and deteriorated PVC shroud, and painting projects at the Vail well houses are underway. Golden Peak 
Snowmaking Booster Pump Station (BPS) has commenced operation and staff is adjusting to 
accommodate this demand.  Annual regulatory sampling and reporting is being finalized.  
 
Pall Corporation representatives will be on site at the Edwards Drinking Water Facility (EDWF) to review 
filter performance and optimize operations. Due to a backorder issue, work on the EDWF Clearwell 
hatches is postponed until next spring.  Staff continues to work with CDPHE on the Disinfection and 
Verification Outreach program, and we seem to be in good shape with disinfection profiling at each of our 
entry points. 
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WASTEWATER & LABORATORY 
 
In response to the proposed 303(d) listings (Regulation 93), a Responsive Pre-hearing Statement was 
submitted to the Water Quality Control Division through our attorney, Steven Bushong with Glenn 
Porzak’s office. While we supported many of the WQCD’s proposals for the Eagle River Watershed, we 
requested the following refinements: 
 

Portion of Segment Division’s Proposal ERWSD Position 

All (Eagle River, Martin 
Creek to Gore Creek) 

Add dissolved iron and 
arsenic to 303d list of 

impaired streams. 

No Opposition, but existing data supports 
dissolved iron and arsenic listings for 

Segments 5a and 5b (above Minturn) as 
well 

Eagle River from 
confluence with Berry 

Creek to confluence with 
Squaw Creek 

Move aquatic life from 
Monitoring and Evaluation list 
to 303(d) list (unclear whether 

it is provisional) and keep 
sediment on 303(d) list 

Recommend sediment on M&E list and 
clarify that aquatic life 303(d) listing is 

provisional 

 
CDPHE has issued the new discharge permit for the Vail Wastewater Treatment Facility; this permit will 
be effective December 1, 2015. Staff is reviewing the full permit to determine how the comments that we 
submitted during draft notice were addressed. 
 
In an effort to improve nutrient removal, full scale optimization testing is still underway at all three 
wastewater treatment plants. We are monitoring the process changes closely thanks to the laboratory 
staff’s increased analyses during the testing period. 
 

FIELD OPERATIONS 
 
DISTRICT 
 
A leak was reported on the hillside below Buffehr Creek Road in Vail by a nearby construction crew.   
ERWSD staff worked several days to make the repair which was especially difficult due to the size of the 
existing buried concrete thrust block.  This leak was at the location of an abandoned booster pump station 
and was calculated at a rate of 225,000gallons per day.  
 
The electro-magnetic scan project was completed in East Vail, consisting of the inspection and 
assessment of 50,000 linear feet of sewer main line.  Staff is now evaluating those findings and following 
up with a complete video of those lines to verify the defects detected and plan for capital repairs in 2016. 
 
The Mechanical Electrical and Controls (MEC) Group assisted the Vail WWTP staff in rebuilding their 
SCADA Controls center located at the plant, the old control room dated from the 1980’s. 
 
AUTHORITY 
 
The MEC Group now has an Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) System up and running in the 
Wildridge area using a temporary antennae system.  This was a joint project with the Customer Service 
Department. 
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  CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS 
 
JOINT PROJECTS  
 
Eagle River MOU Projects  Todd Fessenden 
 
Wilson Water Group sent subcontractors from RJH Consultants to Eagle Park Reservoir in the last month 
to evaluate geologic conditions on site.   The various consultants and engineers are progressing on Eagle 
River MOU Phase II activities and currently focusing on Eagle Park (EP) and Whitney Creek (WC) 
Reservoirs. The next step will be to focus on the additional ERMOU Tier 1 (Bolts Lake) and Tier 2 
(Wolcott and Piney) project alternatives. Tom Williamsen, project manager, shared the following projected 
draft project milestones:  

Water Supply  
Sep – Data compilation 
Oct – Model / hydrology updates 
Nov – Water supply / demand evals; project yield scenario analysis; flow impacts 
Dec – Documentation; internal review 
Jan – Draft report 
Engineering  
Sep – Data compilation 
Oct – Site visits; base maps; start project evals 
Nov – H&H evals; elev/cap info; alt alignments; facility sizing/layouts 
Dec - Construction costs; documentation; internal review 
Jan – Draft report 
Environmental  
Sep – Data compilation 
Oct – Environmental and permitting requirements 
Nov – Coordination with Engineering on site-specific environmental/permitting issues 
Dec – Documentation; internal review 
Jan – Draft report 
 
A meeting was held on November 10th to coordinate the transition of work from long-time Homestake 
Partners consultant Kerry Sundeen to Matt Brown with Wilson Water Group. Various staff members, 
Glenn Porzak and Tom Allender took part in this discussion. Diane Johnson continues to work with our 
MOU partners on public outreach associated with Whitney Creek geotechnical exploratory work for next 
spring.  
 
DISTRICT PROJECTS 
 
Edwards Wastewater Treatment Facility (EWWTF) Improvements Project           Jeff Schneider 
 
Major structural concrete placement for the main treatment expansion was completed on October 27, with 
the tank lids for all four new process tanks completed.  Simultaneously, masonry wall installation is 
occurring on the expanded building footprint for both external and interior masonry walls.  Removing the 
extensive shoring and support system for the 12” thick concrete tank lids is underway.  The new backup 
diesel generator for the new process equipment is scheduled to arrive on site November 9 (weather-
permitting) and will be immediately placed on the pad north of the plant with a crane.  A process 
shutdown is scheduled for the week of November 16th.   
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Process piping installation is underway with various sludge lines being installed throughout the facility.  
The final process tank (Gravity Thickener) and associated equipment construction is scheduled to be 
completed prior to the Thanksgiving holiday.  Roofing installation is tentatively scheduled for early 
December.  On a parallel path, the concrete placement for the biofilter structures at the Headworks and 
Solids Handling buildings are scheduled throughout November. 
 
The scheduled completion date remains at July 1, 2016, nine working days prior to the contract date of 
July 18th.  Overall the project is approximately 65-70% complete and within budget and schedule 
constraints.   
 
Forest & Rockledge Roads Water & Sewer Main Replacement Project            John Cahill 
 
Western Pipeway completed paving for the project on October 29th, and worked until November 5th on 
shouldering the road, clean-up and other small items in the contract. There are still punch list, clean-up, 
and landscape items to be completed in spring 2016. District staff is working on an ‘end of major 
construction letter to the homeowners, which will explain the $50 credit to their bill and thanking them for 
their patience.  
 
Simba Run Underpass and Glen Lyon PRV     Glen Phelps 
 
A reimbursable agreement with CDOT has been executed for the relocation of the Glen Lyon pressure 
reducing valve vault and additional water transmission lines to be constructed within the project limits. 
CDOT’s contractor, Kramer & Sons, is currently updating their pricing based on the final construction 
plans. The project is scheduled for construction in 2016. 
 
AUTHORITY PROJECTS 
 
Edwards River Village Mobile Home Park (ERVMHP)                                          Todd Fessenden 
 
In various discussions with Eagle County and Colorado Department of Health and Environment (CDPHE), 
we’ve discovered that some concerns around the water quality at this separate water system have been 
exaggerated over time. Past instances of sampling mistakes or laboratory analysis mistakes have, 
through broken-telephone communications, lead to the erroneous understanding that there were serious 
water quality issues, including lead violations. While we understand that the Eagle Valley Evaporite 
alluvium that the park’s wells are drilled into has higher dissolved solids and minerals (sulfate, chloride, 
sodium, etc) likely affects the water palatability, according to CDPHE it does not create health risks.  
 
Staff is working with Eagle County Environmental Health to establish regular meeting to continue the 
discussion around this and other topics we share interest with and will continue to keep you apprised of 
any developments.  
 
Lake Creek Wells                                                                                                     Todd Fessenden 
 
Jim Collins continues to assist staff with working out easement and access issues related to this project. 
Further updates will be provided at this month’s Authority Board meeting.  
 
Mountain Star Tank                                                                                                 Jason Cowles    
 
Design of the 270,000 gallon Mountain Star Water Storage Tank has progressed to the 30% level. Staff is 
moving forward on the design anticipating construction in 2016, and has met with the Town of Avon and 
Mountain Star HOA to secure their support. Meanwhile, six proposals were received in response to the 
RFP solicitation for a Construction Manager/General Contractor At-Risk. The selection committee has 
narrowed the field down to two highly qualified finalists, and expects to award a contract prior to the board 
meeting. The construction costs for the tank are not anticipated to exceed $1,250,000.   
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EXTERNALLY- DRIVEN PROJECTS 
 
N/A 
 

PENDING MATTERS 
 
JOINT  
Radio Telemetry Unit (RTU) System Upgrade – In programming design phase 

DISTRICT 
Operations Facility - On hold pending information form the Wastewater Master Plan update  
Town of Vail Dowd Junction Repairs – in design scheduled for repair in Spring 2016 
   
AUTHORITY 
Berry Creek Well #2 Relocation – still pending response from CMC 
Mountain Star Booster Pump Stations (BPS) – Wrapping up Design on BPS 
  
EXTERNALLY- DRIVEN PROJECTS 
Edwards Transmission Line – In discussion with CDOT on potential line location.  
  

CLOSED PROJECTS/MATTERS 
 
JOINT  
N/A 
 
DISTRICT 
N/A  
  
AUTHORITY 
N/A 
 
EXTERNALLY- DRIVEN PROJECTS 
N/A 
 
 



 

 

 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary 

DATE: November 11, 2015 

RE: 2016 Proposed Meeting Schedule 
 
At its January meeting, the Board must pass a resolution designating the posting place of the 24-hour 
agenda notice §24-6-402(2)(c).  
 
We also suggest adopting a regular meeting schedule at this time, which can be included in the 
aforementioned resolution. The proposed schedule below retains the meeting schedule of past years, 
with regular meetings scheduled for 11:00 a.m. on the fourth Thursday of each month, with some 
exceptions.  
 
The November and December regular meetings will be scheduled on the third Thursday of the month to 
accommodate the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays, respectively, unless the Board deems another 
date more appropriate. 
 
Additionally, staff proposes the January and August meetings be held on the third Thursday of the month 
to accommodate Linn Brooks’ attendance at the Colorado Water Congress Annual Convention and 
Summer Conference, respectively, which will be held on the fourth Thursdays of those months.   
 
As usual, special meetings will be scheduled on an as-needed basis. 
 
Proposed 2016 Schedule:  
 

Date Time 
January 21* 11:00 a.m. 
February 25 11:00 a.m. 
March 24 11:00 a.m. 
April 28 11:00 a.m. 
May 26 11:00 a.m. 
June 23 11:00 a.m. 
July 28 11:00 a.m. 
August 18* 11:00 a.m. 
September 29 11:00 a.m. 
October 27 11:00 a.m. 
November 17* 11:00 a.m. 
December 15*  11:00 a.m. 

*meetings scheduled for third Thursday 



 
 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: Boards of Directors 

THRU: Glen Phelps, Field Operations Manager 

FROM: Diane Johnson, Communications & Public Affairs Manager 

DATE: November 19, 2015 

RE: Pipeline condition assessment project 
 
Summary:  The Field Operations department assessed the condition of 50,063 linear feet of sewer main 
using Electro Scan technology. The project covered all of East Vail and was completed in October, in 18 
working days. This method evaluates the condition of non-ferrous pipes, identifies and quantifies pipe 
defects, and gives staff new information to better plan capital projects and reduce the introduction of 
groundwater and storm water into the collection system, which impacts wastewater system capacity. 
 
Presenter:  Glen Phelps, Field Operations Manager 
 
Background:  A variety of technologies are used to assess the condition of the nearly 500 miles of sewer 
and water main in the sewer collection and water distribution systems. These include closed-circuit 
television (CCTV) inspection, acoustic sensors, dye testing, smoke testing, and others. Understanding the 
condition of mains allows staff to identify defects that are the source of infiltration into sewer mains and 
leaks from water mains. Proactive identification allows for rehabilitation and repair to be planned and 
completed on a regular schedule versus costly emergency repairs. 
 
In sewage collection systems and wastewater treatment facilities, two primary concerns are infiltration 
and inflow (I/I). Infiltration originates from ground water, which enters pipes via cracks, breaks, or 
defective joints. Inflow comes from roof drains, storm sewers, and sump pumps illegally tied into the 
sanitary sewer system. I/I dilutes sewage, decreases the efficiency of treatment, and may cause sewage 
flows to exceed design capacity – which could trigger a required costly facility expansion. 
 
Infiltration has been a significant portion of total flow received at the Vail wastewater treatment facility and 
a number of projects have been done to reduce it. Electro scan technology was identified as a new option 
to enhance existing knowledge of the condition of the collection system that feeds the Vail facility. 
 
Field Operations conducted a pilot project in East Vail of 900 linear feet of sewer main using Electro Scan 
and compared the findings to CCTV inspection. The Electro Scan findings were so encouraging that staff 
then completed the rest of East Vail (50,063 linear feet) in October. The results provide a complete 
inventory of manholes, pipe materials, and sewer main condition throughout East Vail, and will inform a 
prioritized capital project plan. 
 
Glen will describe how Electro Scan works, review the project, and share some of the findings and future 
plan. If you have questions in advance, please contact me so they may be addressed at the meeting. 
 
 
Attachments:  

1. Feb. 2013 story in Trenchless Technology magazine: Electro Scanning technology adds another 
layer of inspection 



Electro Scanning Technology Adds Another Layer of Inspection
Sharon M. Bueno — Feb 02, 2013

When trying to find where and why it was experiencing infiltration 
in its sewer system, the City of Redding, Calif., used all the 
common methods to ascertain the source of the leaks: flow 
monitoring, television inspection, joint air pressure testing, as well 
as smoke testing.

Despite addressing all the detected leaks, the collection system’s 
wet weather flows remained consistently 300 percent greater 
than dry weather flows. The City of Redding turned to the Electro 
Scanning technology, in a pilot program, to try to pinpoint exactly 
where and what type of defects were the cause.

Electro Scan uses a sewer scanning system that complements and 
adds another dimension to locating defects and problems within 
the underground sewer lines. Electro Scan locates defects by 
measuring changes in the electrical resistance of the pipe wall in 
non‐conductive pipe, such as clay, plastic, concrete, reinforced 
concrete and brick, which are electrical insulators, thus having a 
high resistance to electric current.

“A defect in the pipe that can leak water will also leak an electrical 
current, whether or not water infiltration is occurring at the time 
of the test,” says Mark Grabowski, Electro Scan Inc. vice president 
of municipal markets.

Redding Issues
The City of Redding wastewater collection system has the same 
challenges as most utilities across North America: infiltration. In 
Redding’s case, during periods of high rainfall, a particular sub‐
basin received flows in excess of 300 percent of their daily dry 
flows, resulting in increased system operating costs. According 
to Grabowski, flows went from 150,000 gals per day to 450,000 
gals per day.

These increases had occurred over years and city officials 
had tried to locate and repair them, using multiple 
inspection methods; these inspection methods included 
CCTV inspection, flow monitoring, joint air pressure testing 
and smoke testing. While these methods located defects, 
the infiltration continued.

“[The City of Redding] had CCTV’d the entire system 
multiple times and just couldn’t locate where these sources 
of infiltration were coming from and how water was getting 
into their system during the wet weather events,” 
Grabowski explains. “There were a considerable number of 
pipe defects that could not be located.”

Redding contracted Electro Scan to conduct a scan of more 
than 25,000 ft of its 6‐ to 8‐in. vitrified clay sewer to learn 
where the sources of infiltration in a sub‐basin had 
particularly high peak wet weather flows of 450,000 gals per 
day. Grabowski says the area that was scanned using Electro 
Scan technology was considered the city’s worst infiltration 
sub‐basin.

© 2013 Benjamin Media, Inc. Reprinted with permission from Trenchless Technology.  All rights reserved.
For more information on the use of this content, contact Wright’s Media at 877‐652‐5295..



How It Works
Electro Scan used its ES660 scanning system and software for the 
pilot project, which lasted seven days.  The Electro Scan system is 
fully integrated into existing CCTV truck models and uses the 
equipment found in them, such as the reel, cable and footage 
encoder. The heart of the ES660 system is two probes — one for 
pipes 6 to 20 in. and one for pipes 20 to 60 in. —which examines 
the entire circumference of the pipe. The probe, which consists 
of three electrodes, is attached to a reel‐mounted cable, 
commonly found in most CCTV inspection trucks.

With a jetting truck set up at the downstream manhole and the 
CCTV/ Electro Scan truck at the upstream manhole, the jetting 
truck is able to pull the probe through the pipe, while providing 
the water needed for the probe’s electrical readings. As it is 
pulled through the pipe, the probe is taking an electrical reading 
every 14 milliseconds, and linking those readings with a distance 
reading. Using the proprietary Sliding Funnel Plug, a column of 
water is able to move with the probe through the pipe, 
eliminating the need to flood an entire segment of pipe. This 
column of water also surcharges up the lateral connections about 
2 to 3 ft, allowing the probe to assess those service taps as it 
passes by.

“When the probe is close to a pipe defect, the electric current 
increases because the defect decreases the electrical resistance 
of the pipe wall,” Grabowski says. “Flooding the pipe with water 
at the probe location helps to replicate a wet weather event, 
allowing the pipe to be inspected under wet conditions, as well as 
allowing us to use that water to carry electricity to the walls of 
the pipe, into the joints and crevices of the pipe to give us a full 
examination.”

Electro Scan uses proprietary software, which it is in the process 
of making fully integratable with the existing NASSCO PACP 
software. Data from the probe is collected on the computer or 
laptop in the CCTV truck and a visual analysis can be made. The 
data can also be wirelessly uploaded to a computer tablet or 
smartphone that is equipped with Electro Scan software. The 
software automatically takes the raw data collected through a 
series of calculations, generating objective and quantitative data 
about leak locations and their severity, as well as gallons per 
minute infiltration rate.

“What you get looks like an EKG reading of the pipe,” Grabowski 
says. “From that visual analysis, you would love to see a perfectly 
straight line, which indicates no problems. Blips in the reading, 
indicates possible defects.”

In addition to the graph, users get a chart showing quantifiable 
data —where the defect starts, where the defect ends, the 
length of the defect and the severity of the defect. Also, because 
Electro Scan has objective and quantifiable data, it is able to 
provide a gallons per minute infiltration estimate, assuming 
certain conditions, Grabowski says.

CCTV Difference
What is the difference between using electro scanning vs. 
conventional CCTV inspection? “With CCTV, you can only discover 
what you can actually see,” Grabowski says. “[In the case of 
Redding], many of the defects were actually the rubber couplings 
on the outside of the pipe that weren’t tightened up. With the 
CCTV, you only saw the inside of the pipe. The camera cannot go 
into the bell and spigot of the pipe and examine the joint.

“CCTV is a great tool for dry weather assessment and assessing 
structural issues and looking for fats, oils and grease, as well as 
dips and sags in the pipe,” he says.

“Even with electro scanning, you are going to want to go back in 
the pipe with CCTV to look at the defect and see what exactly it is 
to determine how to repair it. What we are doing is adding 
another layer of data at which the engineers and municipalities 
can make educated decisions on how they are going to spend 
their money on repairs. CCTV isn’t designed to locate infiltration 
and that’s what our specialty is.”

In Redding, once the electro‐scanned data was reviewed, 12 spot 
repairs were used to verify the data and were found to be within 
a foot. “They did not just blindly believe our results,” he says. 
“They excavated down to the pipe and blue smoke into it, 
watching the smoke pour out of the joints where we told them it 
was.”

After addressing those 12 spots, the infiltration was substantially 
reduced. “Their overflows that went up to 450,000 gallons per 
day, [lessened] to 250,000 gallons per day. They cut their wet 
weather flows almost in half by just addressing those 12 spots,” 
he says.

Additional repairs have since been made, resulting in further 
infiltration reductions, Grabowski says. He added that more 
defects have been targeted and are scheduled for repair.

Sharon M. Bueno is managing editor of Trenchless Technology.

www.electroscan.com
1745 Markston Road
Sacramento, California 95825‐4026

Tel: 916‐779‐0660
Email: mark@electroscan.com



 
 

M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: ERWSD Board of Directors 

FROM: James Wilkins, Director of Finance 

DATE: November 19, 2015 

RE: Monthly Report 
 
Water Sales Update 

Water Sales year to date through October for both UERWA and ERWSD are attached.  ERWSD’s water 
sales for October were 35.7mm gallons versus 32.4mm gallons projected; UERWA’s water sales for 
October were 66.1mm gallons versus 56.9mm gallons projected. 
 
Development Impact Fee Revenue 
 
October fees paid as well as year to date impact fees paid are attached.  UERWA has collected roughly 
$325K more than projected year to date; based on current and projected construction activity and the 
likelihood that some developers may choose to pay fees this year on projects breaking ground next year, 
this is likely to come in even higher when 2015 is closed out. 
 
Vail Water has collected about $400K year to date in fees, in line with projections.  Wastewater has 
received roughly $700K year to date in fees versus $425K projected. 
 
Controller’s Report 
 
The Controller’s Report for year to date financial performance through the third quarter is attached; 
significant variances and changes to the budget forecast are discussed.  The Revenue and Expense 
Trends graph is also included.  It reflects a projected surplus for both 2015 and 2016 for both Wastewater 
and Water. 
 
The most recent summary report from Chandler Asset Management is also included.  As indicated in the 
report, all investments are currently in compliance with the District’s Investment Policy. 
 



2004 . . . 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
K Gals per SFE per year 73.6 68.0 66.9 66.4 66.8 65.0 65.4

2004 . . . 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
K Gals per SFE per year 92.5 80.0 92.5 79.1 80.1 75.7 75.4

EAGLE RIVER WATER & SANITATION DISTRICT
Monthly Water Sales - Excluding  Discounted Volume Sales for snow making

UPPER EAGLE REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY
Monthly Water Sales

August 31, 2015

August 31, 2015
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Development Impact Fee Revenue 

October 2015 Activity 

Customer-Paid Impact Fees (Tap, PIF, Tank Storage) 

Subdivision # SFEs Amount Paid 

Vail 2.6 $60,597.27 

Avon 3.5 $108,596.40 

Cordillera 1.4 $42,439.17 

Edwards 3.7 $77,817.04 
 

 

 

TD Developer-Paid Impact Fees (Water Rights) 

Development Acre Ft. Amount 

Timber Ridge (Lions Ridge) 2.08 $4,950.00 (pending) 

 

Pending Activity 

Development #SFEs Development Type 

Eagle-Vail 1 Up-Zoning 

Avon 7 Up-Zoning 

Cordillera 5 Up-Zoning 

Berry Creek 1.4 Up-Zoning 

Edwards 5 Up-Zoning 

Vail 14 Up-Zoning 

VVMC 15 Up-Zoning 

TOV Affordable Housing 43 New PUD 

VIA (Edwards) 70 New PUD 

Roost Lodge (Marriot Res. Inn) 56 (add’l) Redevelopment 

Park Meadows (Vail) 26 (water only) Redevelopment 
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Eagle River Water & Sanitation District 
Budget Comparison Notes – Controller’s Report 
For the 3rd Quarter Ending September 30, 2015 

 
 
Quarterly Financial Reports: 
 
The 3rd quarter ending September 30, 2015, financial reports are attached. The Revenue and Expense 
Trends Graph breaks out operating expense from debt expense.  This graph does not include bond or 
capital activity. 
 
The Capital Governance Committee made up of Linn, Todd, Angelo and James met several times in the 
past quarter to review budget transfers and requests for unbudgeted funds. Approved budget revisions to 
date are shown on the budget comparison report and are summarized below. 
  
Wastewater 
 
Budget Transfers: 
Following are explanations of the budget transfers. Please see line # references on the Budget 
Comparison: 
 
Line #7 Meter Sales were adjusted down in August to reflect predicted end of year sales due to 

short staffing in the customer service department. 
Line #11 An adjustment to lower the back lot sewer jetting project in wastewater operations was 

made because the project will not be completed in 2015. 
Line #12 A transfer was made to cover deferred maintenance on employee housing. 
Line #13 Transfers to reduce payroll expenses by $133,143 were made to reflect under budget 

payroll due to multiple open positions. 
Line #21 Last quarter we had lowered estimated tap fees by $293,000 for the Strata Hotel, however 

tap fees appear to be on a healthy upward trend.  Based on collections to date we have 
raised the anticipated tap fee revenue forecast to $801,341 which is $51,000 more than our 
original budget. 

Line #23 We increased Grant Revenue budget by $340,000.  The grant is billed monthly and has 
been remitted quicker than originally anticipated. 

Line #24 Bond Proceeds were removed since bond timing has changed. 
Line #25 Increases in patronage dividend, BABs credit and recycling proceeds have prompted the 

additional revenue forecasted. 
Line #31 A transfer was made to reduce bond interest expense since new bonds were not issued this 

year. 
Line #32 We eliminated bond issue expense because bonds were not issued this year. 
Line # 33 This line consists of the annual capital rollovers of $14,089,425 as mentioned last quarter, 

along with adjustments to many other capital budgets. 
 
Variances & Forecasts: 

• Revenue as of September 30th is on target year to date.   
• Overall routine expenditures are about 3.2% less than budgeted year to date but are expected to 

be at budget at year end.  The personnel costs are tracking slightly below budget. This is due to 
some open positions, lower temporary employee salaries for the 2nd quarter, and lagging merit and 
certification increases.  As noted above, we believe payroll expenses were going to be lower than 
budgeted and a transfer was made to reflect this estimate. 

• Developer and other funding are on track year to date with tap fees expected to exceed the original 
budgeted amount by year end. 

• Capital spending is slower than expected.  We anticipate significant capital rollovers at the end of 
the year to complete the projects budgeted in 2015.    

Y:Finance\financial reports\ERWSD 3rd Qtr 2015 Controller’s Report.doc  



Eagle River Water & Sanitation District 
Budget Comparison Notes – Controller’s Report 
For the 3rd Quarter Ending September 30, 2015 

 
   

 
Water 
 
Budget Transfers: 
Following are explanations of the budget transfers. Please see line # references on the Budget 
Comparison: 
Line #64 Revenue projections were decreased last quarter due to less irrigation use as a result of the 

wet summer.  We anticipate normal usage for the remainder of the year. 
Line #67 A budget request was made for radio upgrades and RTU maintenance that was 

unanticipated during the 2015 budgeting process. 
Line #73 General legal expenses are lower than originally budgeted so an adjustment was made to 

decrease the forecast. 
Line #79 An adjustment of $364,000 was made to reduce the tap fee budget for the Strata Hotel last 

quarter.  We have revised our forecast to include an additional $30,000 in water tap fees by 
year end. 

Line #81 A budget transfer was requested for contributed capital expected from the Town of Vail for 
reimbursement of a portion of the Rock Ledge/Mid Forest Road Water Main. 

Line # 89 This transfer consists of the annual capital rollovers of $809,767, an additional request for 
$750,000 for Rock Ledge/Mid Forest Road Water Main and small adjustments to multiple 
accounts.   

 
Variances & Forecasts: 

• Revenue as of September 30th is slightly higher than forecasted.  This was due to stronger August 
water sales than expected. 

• Routine expenditures are less than budgeted by about 5.1% but tracking closely with the exception 
of water meter installation being lower than forecasted by about 38%.     

• Developer and other funding are coming in close to budgeted amounts as expected. 
• Capital construction spending is slower than expected.  We anticipate significant capital rollovers at 

the end of the year to complete the projects budgeted in 2015.    
 
 
 
FYI: Monthly reports are included in the information section of your board packet: 

• Water Sales Revenue Year to Date – for detail water sales revenue vs. budget 
• Water Sales - for monthly detail and tracking of 1,000 gallons sold  
• Developer Impact Fee Revenue – for collections of Tap Fees, Cash in lieu of Water Rights and 

Cash in Lieu of Storage Tank 
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Original Revised Better/(Worse) Better/(Worse) Original Budget Revised
Budget Forcast Actual % Forecast $ Forecast Budget Transfers Forecast

1 WASTEWATER
2
3 WASTEWATER REVENUE
4 Wastewater Service $10,471,139 $10,513,434 $10,577,696 0.6% 64,262 $13,850,855 $11,054 $13,861,909
5 Water District Management (Ops Agreements) 3,090,000 3,090,000 3,071,389 (0.6%) (18,611) 4,120,000 0 4,120,000
6 Property Rentals 240,000 221,336 211,068 (4.6%) (10,268) 328,000 (32,885) 295,115
7 Other 721,750 681,961 642,375 (5.8%) (39,586) 979,000 (102,385) 876,615
8 Total Wastewater Revenue $14,522,889 $14,506,731 $14,502,528 ($0) ($4,203) $19,277,855 ($124,216) $19,153,639
9

10 ROUTINE EXPENDITURES
11 Collection, Treatment, Other $3,476,733 $3,126,278 $2,943,359 5.9% $182,919 $4,953,921 ($152,319) $4,801,602
12 Nonrecurring Replacement/Repairs 68,220 75,720 92,291 (21.9%) (16,571) 78,220 20,350 98,570
13 Wastewater Personnel 5,650,077 5,521,459 5,386,220 2.4% 135,239 7,706,679 (133,143) 7,573,536
14 General & Administrative 121,063 125,527 119,964 4.4% 5,563 168,000 (8,020) 159,981
15 Wastewater Quality, Regulations & Studies 367,017 363,767 378,225 (4.0%) (14,458) 623,800 (15,000) 608,800
16 Total Routine Expenditures $9,683,109 $9,212,751 $8,920,059 3.2% $292,692 $13,530,620 ($288,131) $13,242,489
17
18 FUNDS GENERATED FROM SERVICE REVENUE $4,839,780 $5,293,980 $5,582,469 5.4% $288,489 $5,747,235 $163,915 $5,911,150
19
20 DEVELOPER & OTHER FUNDING
21 Tap Fees $562,500 $590,506 $590,138 (0.1%) ($368) $750,000 $51,341 $801,341
22 Property Tax for Debt 1,189,220 1,420,154 1,428,355 0.6% 8,201 1,432,264 0 1,432,264
23 Grant Revenue 525,000 990,000 992,716 0.3% 2,716 700,000 340,000 1,040,000
24 GO Bond Proceeds 22,500,000 0 0 0.0% 0 22,500,000 (22,500,000) 0
25 Interest & Misc. Income 346,306 440,117 467,682 6.3% 27,565 555,207 161,252 716,459
26 Total Other Funding $25,123,026 $3,440,777 $3,478,891 1.1% $38,114 $25,937,471 ($21,947,407) $3,990,064
27
28 FUNDS GENERATED FOR DEBT & CAPITAL $29,962,806 $8,734,757 $9,061,359 3.7% $326,603 $31,684,706 ($21,783,492) $9,901,214
29
30 DEBT SERVICE & CAPITAL EXPENSE
31 Debt Service Expense $3,495,727 $3,491,425 $3,489,718 0.0% $1,707 $6,402,442 ($1,364,103) $5,038,339
32 Bond Issue Expense 0 0 0 0.0% 0 225,000 (225,000) 0
33 Capital Construction Plan & CRP 10,227,940 18,578,115 10,683,643 42.5% 7,894,473 13,864,090 14,417,202 28,281,292
34 Wolcott Planning 0 0 0 0.0% 0 25,000 0 25,000
35 Total Debt Service & Capital $13,723,667 $22,069,540 $14,173,361 35.8% $7,896,180 $20,516,532 $12,828,099 $33,344,631
36
37 SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) $16,239,139 ($13,334,784) ($5,112,001) 61.7% $8,222,782 $11,168,174 ($34,611,591) ($23,443,417)
38
39 Beginning Funds $35,157,494 $17,534,392 $35,157,494
40 Ending Funds $30,045,493 $28,702,566 $11,714,077
41
42 FUNDS RESTRICTED
43 CWRPDA Operating Reserve for Debt $1,250,000 $1,250,000 $1,250,000
44 Bond Reserve Fund for 2009 Bonds 1,378,000 1,378,000 1,378,000
45 Rate Stabilization Fund 2009 Bonds 600,000 600,000 600,000
46 Bond Reserve Fund for 2012 Bonds 1,808,500 1,808,500 1,808,500
47 Borrowed Interest 2012 WW Bonds (2 years) 0 0 0
48 Unspent Bond Proceeds 3,199,000 5,292,160 3,401,109
49 Debt Service Payable 1,756,140 1,024,100 1,024,100
50 Reserved for Fully Self Funded Health Insurance 164,678 164,678 164,678
51 Cash for WW Grant 0 700,000 0
52 Tap Fees Dedicated to Capital 0 0 0
53 Total Funds Restricted $10,156,318 $12,217,438 $9,626,387
54 Unrestricted for General Reserves $19,889,175 $16,485,128 $2,087,690
55
56 25% Targeted Dollar Amount for General Reserves $3,450,308 $3,450,308 $3,450,308
57
58 Coverage Ratios
59 Target Met (1.00 is minimum goal) 5.76 4.78 0.61
60 Debt Service Coverage (exc. non recurring replace./repairs. 1.00 is the min. target) 2.62 4.96 1.98
61 Debt Service Coverage with Rate Stabilization Fund (1.10 is the minimum target) 2.79 5.05 2.10

Eagle River Water and Sanitation
Budget Comparison

For the 3rd Quarter Ending September 30, 2015

Year to Date Annual
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Original Revised Better/(Worse) Better/(Worse) Original Budget Revised
Budget Forcast Actual % Forecast $ Forecast Budget Transfers Forecast

Eagle River Water and Sanitation
Budget Comparison

For the 3rd Quarter Ending September 30, 2015

Year to Date Annual

62 VAIL WATER
63
64 WATER SALES REVENUE $3,923,924 $4,001,013 $4,144,980 3.6% 143,967 $5,138,092 ($161,363) $4,976,729
65
66 ROUTINE EXPENDITURES
67 Distribution, Treatment, Other $673,194 $658,507 $663,965 (0.8%) ($5,458) $794,975 $50,661 $845,636
68 Nonrecurring Replacements/Repairs 249,500 267,270 164,971 38.3% 102,299 338,000 20,020 358,020
69 General & Administrative 85,875 86,250 79,605 7.7% 6,645 114,500 (10,000) 104,500
70 Water Rights Protection & Studies 126,625 181,000 185,681 (2.6%) (4,681) 181,000 0 181,000
71 25% Allocation - Operations 503,179 459,158 431,914 5.9% 27,244 681,020 3,862 684,882
72 25% Allocation - Salaries & Benefits 1,534,091 1,491,219 1,459,517 2.1% 31,702 2,091,411 (44,381) 2,047,030
73 50% Allocation - Professional 91,063 68,527 64,033 6.6% 4,494 128,000 (34,020) 93,981
74 Total Routine Expenditures $3,263,527 $3,211,931 $3,049,686 5.1% $162,245 $4,328,906 ($13,858) $4,315,048
75
76 FUNDS GENERATED FROM SALES $660,397 $789,082 $1,095,294 38.8% $306,212 $809,186 ($147,505) $661,681
77
78 DEVELOPER & OTHER FUNDING
79 Tap Fees $589,248 $344,472 $345,524 0.3% $1,052 $785,664 ($334,000) $451,664
80 Property Tax for Debt 743,850 971,000 986,609 1.6% 15,609 991,800 0 991,800
81 Interest & Misc. Income 48,188 178,459 186,468 4.5% 8,009 61,750 501,195 562,945
82 Total Other Sources $1,381,286 $1,493,931 $1,518,601 1.7% $24,670 $1,839,214 $167,195 $2,006,409
83
84 FUNDS GENERATED FOR DEBT & CAPITAL $2,041,683 $2,283,013 $2,613,896 14.5% $330,882 $2,648,400 $19,690 $2,668,090
85
86 DEBT SERVICE & CAPITAL EXPENSE
87 Debt Service Expense $824,526 $849,426 $852,128 (0.3%) ($2,702) $1,958,645 $28,554 $1,987,199
88 Bond Issue Expense 0 0 0 0.0% $0 0 0 0
89 Capital Construction Plan & CRP 1,949,080 2,860,648 1,699,083 40.6% $1,161,565 2,982,080 1,337,485 4,319,565
90 Capital Allocation from Wastewater 216,625 403,225 262,317 34.9% $140,908 263,375 204,819 468,194
91 Total Debt Service & Capital $2,990,231 $4,113,299 $2,813,528 31.6% $1,299,771 $5,204,100 $1,570,858 $6,774,958
92
93 SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) (948,549) (1,830,286) (199,633) 89.1% 1,630,653 (2,555,700) (1,551,168) (4,106,868)
94
95 Beginning Funds $8,987,578 $6,847,047 $8,987,578
96 Ending Funds $8,787,945 $4,291,347 $4,880,710
97
98 FUNDS RESTRICTED
99 Rate Stabilization Fund 2009 Bonds $600,000 $600,000 $600,000

100 Unspent Bond Proceeds 0 0 0
101 Debt Service Payable 1,048,654 231,072 231,072
102 Tap Fees Dedicated to Capital 0 0 0
103 Reserved for Fully Self Funded Health Insurance 54,893 0 54,893
104 Total Funds Restricted $1,703,547 $831,072 $885,965
105 Unrestricted for General Reserves $7,084,398 $3,460,275 $3,994,745
106
107 25% Targeted Dollar Amount for General Reserves $1,103,871 $1,103,871 $1,103,871
108
109 Coverage Ratios
110 Target Met (1.00 is minimum goal) 6.42 3.13 3.62
111 Debt Service Coverage (exc. non recurring replace./repairs. 1.00 is the min. target) 3.26 1.52 1.52
112 Debt Service Coverage with Rate Stabilization Fund (1.10 is the minimum target) 3.97 1.83 1.82



Note: Graph does not include bond and capital activity
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CHANDLER ASSET MANAGEMENT

999 18th Street, Suite 3000     |     Denver, CO 80202     |      Phone   800.317.4747     |     Fax   858.546.3741   |     www.chandlerasset.com 

Eagle River Water & 
Sanitation District 

Period Ending 
September 30, 2015 

Investment Report 



Objectives 

Investment Objectives 

Chandler Asset Management 
Performance Objectives 

Strategy 

The investment objectives of the Eagle River Sanitation District are first, to provide for the 
preservation of capital and protection of investment principal; second, to provide sufficient liquidity 
to meet anticipated cash flows and third, to earn a market rate of return that is commensurate with 
the first two objectives.  

Our performance objectives for Eagle River Sanitation District are to earn a return that equals or 
exceeds the return on a market index of 1-3 year Treasury securities over time. 

In order to achieve this objective, we invest the portfolio in money market instruments, government 
securities, and high quality corporate notes.  The maximum maturity for any security in the portfolio 
is five years. 

1 



Category Standard Comment

Treasury Bills and Notes No Limitations Complies

Gov't. Sponsored Enterprises No Limitations Complies

Commercial Paper ≥ A-1/P-1/F-1 rated; two ratings required; 50% maximum; 5% 
per issuer, 270 days max. maturity

Complies 

Corporate Obligations ≥ Aa3/AA-/AA-; two ratings required; 50% maximum; 5% per 
issuer; 3 years max. maturity 

Complies

Banker’s Acceptances ≥ A-1/P-1/F-1 rated; two ratings required; 50% maximum; 5% 
per issuer; 3 years max. maturity 

Complies

Corporate and Bank Debt 
combined exposure

50% maximum/5% issuer for combined Commercial Paper, 
Corporate Obligations and Bank Acceptances

Complies

Municipal Securities General 
Obligation

General obligations of any national political sub-division; AA-
rated or higher; 30% maximum; 5% per issuer; 3 years 
maximum maturity

Complies

Municipal Securities Revenue 
Bond

Revenue backed obligations of any national political sub-
division; AAA-rated or higher; 30% maximum; 5% per issuer; 
3 years maximum maturity

Complies

Money Market Funds AAAf rated, or SEC 2A-7 regulated; 5% max per fund Complies*

Repurchase Agreements Not used by investment adviser Complies

Local Gov't. Investment Pools Not used by investment adviser Complies

Maximum maturity 5 years Complies

Eagle River Water & Sanitation District
September 30, 2015

COMPLIANCE WITH INVESTMENT POLICY
Assets managed by Chandler Asset Management are in full compliance with Colorado State law and with the 

District’s investment policy.

* MMF currently at 10.7% in this portfolio, however the aggregate portfolio is in compliance with this parameter as the District has funds 
managed internally and held away at ColoTrust and Wells Fargo.
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M E M O R A N D U M  
 
TO: Boards of Directors 

FROM: Diane Johnson, Communications & Public Affairs Manager 

DATE: November 19, 2015 

RE: Communications and Public Affairs Report 
 
 
Colorado’s Water Plan 
The Colorado Water Conservation Board will finalize Colorado’s Water Plan during its Nov. 18-19 board 
meeting and has scheduled a press conference for 10 a.m. Nov. 19 to submit the plan to Governor 
Hickenlooper. An event is also scheduled at 5:30 p.m. at History Colorado to “celebrate the decade of 
grassroots collaboration among Coloradans across the state to build and deliver Colorado’s Water Plan.” 
Let me know if you are interested in attending. 
 
A recent fact sheet about the plan is attached to this report, which outlines the “measurable objectives” 
that were added to the plan and summarizes other changes made after the Sept. 17 public comment 
deadline. Also, Aspen Journalism has written several stories in the last month covering a variety of 
issues; a Nov. 8 story that mentions the Eagle River MOU is attached to this report. Gov. Hickenlooper 
specified a deadline for final submittal of Dec. 10, 2015, in his May 2013 Executive Order that initiated the 
plan, so this closes a 30-month process and delivers the plan three weeks early – on to actions and 
implementation! 
 
Seasonal communication about fire hydrant clearances 
Local governments regularly issue news releases about winter snow removal operations once the snow 
starts to fly. Since District and Authority fire hydrants are located across local government boundaries, I 
have worked for several years with communications staff at Vail, Avon, Eagle County, and various metro 
districts to incorporate information in their annual “winter operations” news releases about keeping fire 
hydrants clear of snow. The applicable information is a paraphrase of Section 6.7.9 of the District Rules 
and Regulations (“Maintaining Fire Hydrant Clearances”) which do not explicitly address snow, but specify 
clearances that must be maintained around fire hydrants. The intent of this annual communication is to 
remind residents that:  

 Once fire hydrants are cleared of snow, those empty spaces must be maintained. 
 Snow removal activities may not obstruct access to fire hydrants. 

 
The towns of Vail and Avon issued reminders about snow removal operations the week of Nov. 9; Vail’s is 
online and Avon’s is attached to this report. When the snow gets deep, or when there is a large storm, I 
routinely issue a news release about District priorities in clearing fire hydrants. 
 
 
Attachments:  

1. October 2015 CWCB fact sheet on Colorado’s Water Plan 
2. Nov. 8 Aspen Journalism story: Diverse views on framework for future transmountain diversions 
3. Nov. 11 Town of Avon news release on snow removal operations 

http://aspenjournalism.org/category/water/
http://www.vailgov.com/announcements/winter-snow-removal-operations-begin-nov-9
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NEWS & UPDATES

The development of Colorado’s Water Plan is just the first step toward suc-
cessfully managing our water resources for future generations. If managed 
strategically, Colorado has enough water to meet our state’s needs well into 
the future. Ultimately, Colorado’s Water Plan will continue to succeed if it 
facilitates ongoing implementation of the projects and methods identified in 
the Basin Implementation Plans (BIPs) and the actions identified throughout 
the plan at the statewide, basin, and local level.

Although there’s still more work to do, Colorado’s ability to understand and 
confront the water supply gaps that exist at the local level is improved. The 
plan explores how to make water laws and regulations more agile so that we 
can maximize limited water supplies for the benefit of agriculture, Colorado’s 
cities and towns, and the environment and recreation. The development of the 
plan was successful, as outlined in the bullets below. 

v Together we created a clear path forward and actionable next steps 
 are apparent.
v We brought together work from water interests across the state on 
 actions needed to secure Colorado’s water future.  
v The public is clearly engaged and their comments are reflected in 
 the plan.
v Agencies are collaborating. State, local, federal, and private water 
 interests and resources are aligning to better respond to changing 
 conditions and support the values of the water plan.
v Some BRTs (Arkansas, Gunnison, South Platte/Metro, 
 Yampa/White/Green) are already working to implement BIPs

Defining Success for Colorado’s 
Water Plan

Finalizing the Plan is the First Step
Colorado’s Water Plan reflects a significant collaborative effort to revise 
and enhance the previous drafts. We, the CWCB, worked with partners and 
stakeholder groups statewide, incorporated eight Basin Implementation Plans 
(BIPs), and considered nearly 30,000 public comments to put together the 
final version of the plan. Details regarding the changes to date are outlined 
below. Pursuant to Executive Order, the first final Colorado’s Water Plan 
will be delivered to the Governor no later than December 10, 2015. After the 
plan is finalized it will continue to be a living document that will be updated 
periodically in the future as outlined in the plan. 

Colorado’s Water Plan sets forth measurable objectives that are grounded in 
the water values driving the plan and the work of the basin roundtables. These 
objectives will allow us to gauge our progress on in addressing Colorado’s 
water challenges including the supply-demand gap; storage; land use; funding; 
education and outreach; and watersheds, environment, and recreation.   

Supply-Demand Gap
The success of Colorado’s Water Plan will ultimately be measured by whether 
or not the municipal water supply-and-demand gap is closed, and the choices 
we make to close it. With increased efforts on conservation, storage, land use, 
alternative transfer methods, and reuse, Colorado can close its gap, balance 
its water values, and address the effects of climate change on water resources.  
Colorado’s Water Plan sets a measurable objective of reducing the projected 
2050 municipal and industrial gap from as much as 560,000 acre-feet to zero 
acre-feet by 2030.

Conservation
Colorado must address projected gaps between future water needs and avail-
able water provisions from both the supply side and the demand side. Every 
acre-foot of conserved water used to meet new demands is an acre-foot of 
water that does not need to come from existing uses. Colorado’s Water Plan 
sets a measurable objective to achieve 400,000 acre-feet of municipal and 
industrial water conservation by 2050.  

Land Use 
In order to reduce the amount of water needed for future generations of Colo-
radans and keep urban-adjacent agricultural lands in production, Colorado 
must support the growth of the next 5 million residents more strategically 
than the last 5 million. Colorado’s Water Plan calls for a partnership among 
local water providers and Colorado’s communities. This partnership aims to 
incorporate water-saving actions into local land-use planning. The CWCB 
will work with Department of Local Affairs, local governments, water 
providers, Colorado Counties, Inc., Colorado Municipal League, Special 
Districts Association, councils of governments, and Colorado Association of 
Homebuilders to examine and strengthen the tools they collectively possess 
to help Colorado reach this objective. Colorado’s Water Plan sets a measur-
able objective that by 2025, 75 percent of Coloradans will live in communi-
ties that have incorporated water-saving actions into land-use planning.

Final 2015 CWP Submitted to 
Governor by December 10, 2015

Final Public Comments were Accepted 
through September 17

All comments received by this date are being  
considered in the final Colorado’s Water Plan.

2015

Final 2015 CWP Submitted to 
Governor by December 10, 2015

 



Agriculture
Without a water plan, Colorado could lose up to 700,000 more acres of irrigated 
agricultural lands—that equals 20 percent of irrigated agricultural lands state- 
wide and nearly 35 percent in Colorado’s most productive basin, the South Platte. 
While the right to buy or sell water rights must not be infringed upon, Colorado’s 
Water Plan describes market-competitive options to typical “buy-and-dry” 
transactions. Such alternative transfer methods can keep agriculturally depen-
dent communities whole and continue agricultural production in most years, and 
if such arrangements can be made more permanent in nature, they will provide 
certainty to both municipal water providers and agricultural producers. Options 
include lease-fallowing agreements, deficit irrigation, water banking, inter-
ruptible supply agreements, rotational fallowing, water conservation programs, 
and water cooperatives. The State will encourage innovation and creativity by 
agricultural producers and research institutions to maximize the productivity of 
every drop of water.  Colorado’s Water Plan sets an objective that agricultural 
economic productivity will keep pace with growing state, national, and global 
needs, even if some acres go out of production. To achieve this objective, the 
State will work closely with the agricultural community, in the same collabora-
tive manner that has produced agricultural transfer pilot projects, to share at 
least 50,000 acre-feet of agricultural water using voluntary alternative transfer 
methods by 2030. 

Storage
As the state conserves, Colorado must also develop additional storage to meet 
growing needs and face the changing climate. Tomorrow’s storage projects will 
increase the capacity of existing reservoirs, address a diverse set of needs, and 
involve more partners. New storage projects will be increasingly innovative, 
and will rely on technologies such as aquifer storage and recharge. In addition, 
water managers will need to be more agile in responding to changing conditions, 
so that storage can be more rapidly added to Colorado’s water portfolio. To do 
this, Colorado will address the broken permitting system. Colorado’s Water Plan 
sets a measurable objective of attaining 400,000 acre-feet of water storage in 
order to manage and share conserved water and the yield of IPPs by 2050. This 
objective equates to an 80 percent success rate for these planned projects.   

Watershed Health, Environment, and Recreation
The environment and recreation are too critical to Colorado’s brand not to have 
robust objectives; a strong Colorado environment is critical to the economy and 
way of life. In addition, the WQCC identified a strategic water quality objective 
to have fully supported classified uses—which may include drinking water, 
agriculture, recreation, aquatic life, and wetlands—of all of Colorado’s waters 
by 2050. Colorado’s Water Plan sets a measurable objective to cover 80 percent 
of the locally prioritized lists of rivers with stream management plans, and 80 
percent of critical watersheds with watershed protection plans, all by 2030. 

Funding
Colorado’s Water Plan sets an objective to sustainably fund its implementation. 
In order to support this objective the State will investigate options to raise 
additional revenue in the amount of $100 million annually ($3 billion by 2050) 
starting in 2020. Such funds could establish a repayment guarantee fund and 
green bond program focused on funding environmental and recreational proj-
ects. In addition, such funds could further support conservation, agricultural 
viability, alternative transfer methods, education and outreach, and other plan 
implementation priorities. 

Education, Outreach, and Innovation 
Colorado’s Water Plan will expand outreach and education efforts that engage 
the public to promote well-informed community discourse and decision making 
regarding balanced water solutions. This work will be collaborative and include 
state, local, and federal partners. As one component of this overall strategy, the 
CWCB will work with Colorado’s innovation community, education and out-
reach experts, research institutions, and the Governor’s Colorado Innovation 
Network (COIN) to address Colorado’s water challenges with innovation and 

“outside-the-box” creativity. Colorado’s Water Plan sets a measurable objec-
tive to significantly improve the level of public awareness and engagement 
regarding water issues statewide by 2020, as determined by water awareness 
surveys. Colorado’s Water Plan also sets a measurable objective to engage 
Coloradans statewide on at least five key water challenges (identified by 
CWCB) that should be addressed by 2030.

Other Changes Include:
Critical Action Plan: We narrowed down the list of actions within 
Chapter 10, the Critical Action Plan, focusing on high-impact actions that 
need to be undertaken immediately. 

Storage: We added a new sub-section within Chapter 6 on storage, which 
recognizes that Colorado must develop additional storage to meet growing 
needs and face the changing climate. Tomorrow’s storage projects will 
increase capacity in existing reservoirs, address a diverse set of needs, and 
involve more partners.

Impacts of Agricultural Dry-Up: We added a discussion within 
Chapter 6 regarding the impacts of lost irrigated agriculture, which describes 
potential impacts to rural communities and indicates that without a water 
plan, Colorado could lose up to 700,000 more acres of irrigated agricultural 
lands – that’s 20% statewide and nearly 35% in Colorado’s most productive 
basin, the South Platte.

Conceptual Framework: The IBCC and CWCB recently adopted the 
Conceptual Framework, which is supported by the basin roundtables and 
county commissioners. Based on this historic collaborative effort, we now 
acknowledge the Conceptual Framework as Colorado’s Conceptual Frame-
work within Chapter 8. 

Project Funding: Within Chapter 9, we describe how Colorado could 
use additional funds to maximize the smallest amount of funds needed to 
implement the plan. In addition, we describe the need to dedicate $50 million 
in 2016 to initiate the guarantee repayment fund, green bond program, and 
other priority activities.

State Support of Projects: Within Chapter 9, we included new clari-
fication on the state’s role in the permitting process, support of projects, and 
communication with federal partners. 

Outreach and Education: Within Chapter 9, we moved the section 
summarizing the outreach and public engagement activities completed dur-
ing development of the plan and a summary of the public comments received 
during development of the plan into the appendices.

COLLABORATING ON COLORADO’S WATER FUTURE

Questions ? 
Contact us at cowaterplan@state.co.us and visit us online at 
www.coloradowaterplan.com. Find Colorado’s Water Plan on Facebook 
and follow us on Twitter — @COWaterPlan

 



Aspen Journalism  (http://aspenjournalism.org/2015/11/08/diverse-views-on-framework-for-future-diversions/)

Letters sent to the Colorado Water Conservation Board in September about the draft
Colorado Water Plan reveal a range of opinions about potential new transmountain
diversions and the merits of using a “conceptual framework” to evaluate them.

Various Front Range water providers and interest groups told the CWCB that the
conceptual framework should not be included in the water plan, should not be a
regulatory requirement, and should not apply to transmountain diversion projects
already in the planning and approval stage.

“Even with wording changes, the basin roundtables recommend that the CWCB not
adopt the framework as it is a work in progress that may be modified as dialogue
continues,” wrote (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p315/a257137) the S. Platte and Metro basin roundtables, two of nine
regional water-supply groups that meet under the auspices of the CWCB, in a combined
Sept. 17 comment letter (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-

9-1-9-17.html#document/p308/a257124) .

But a number of organizations based on the Western Slope or that focus on the Colorado
River basin say the framework is a good step forward.

Officials at the Getches-Wilkinson Center for Natural Resources, Energy and the
Environment at the University of Colorado Boulder, for example, gave an enthusiastic
endorsement of the framework.

“This is a revolutionary document and a quantum leap forward in Colorado water
history,” Lawerence MacDonnell and Anne Castle, both of the Getches-Wilkinson
Center, wrote (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p198/a256192) in a Sept. 17 letter
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

Diverse views on framework for
future transmountain diversions
By Brent Gardner-Smith

November 8, 2015WATER

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p315/a257137
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p308/a257124
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p198/a256192
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p191/a257430
http://aspenjournalism.org/author/bgs/
http://aspenjournalism.org/category/water/


17.html#document/p191/a257430) to the CWCB. “The conceptual framework is a critically
important part of the Colorado Water Plan and should be formally adopted in the plan
and by the CWCB, not just monitored.”

The final water plan is expected to be approved by the CWCB board of directors at their
meeting (http://cwcb.state.co.us/public-information/board-meetings-

agendas/Pages/November2015NoticeAgenda.aspx) on Nov. 19 at the History Colorado Center in
Denver.

The conceptual framework (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-

packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p781/a258947) includes seven principles “to guide future
negotiations between proponents of a new TMD and those communities who may be
affected were it built."

The concepts covered include a recognition that there may not be water to divert in dry
years, that new diversions should not increase the likelihood of a compact call from
California, that municipal conservation should also be pursued and that environmental
needs must be addressed.

Brent Newman, a program manager in the water supply planning section
(http://cwcb.state.co.us/water-management/water-supply-planning/Pages/main.aspx) of CWCB, said
Friday that the framework is going to be included in the final water plan and will be
called “Colorado’s Conceptual Framework.”

“Folks may not agree with every single principle, or even with discussing the concepts
of a transmountain diversion out loud, but it represents a historic milestone in Colorado
water policy that’s a long way from ‘Not One More Drop’ or ‘We’ll See You in Court,’”
Newman said, citing the long-held positions of the Western Slope and the Front Range,
respectively.

Brent Gardner-Smith / Aspen Journalism

A diversion structure in the upper Fryingpan River valley.

Range of views
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https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p781/a258947
http://cwcb.state.co.us/water-management/water-supply-planning/Pages/main.aspx


Comments on the second draft of the water plan were due Sept. 17 and water-focused
organizations filed (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p1/a256073) more than 50 substantive letters.

It’s not hard to pick up on the differing views in the letters about the framework, which
was developed over the last two years by members of the Interbasin Compact
Committee, or IBCC (http://cwcb.state.co.us/about-us/about-the-ibcc-brts/Pages/main.aspx) , or IBBC,
which serves as an executive committee for the CWCB’s nine basin roundtables.

Those who don’t think new transmountain diversions are a good idea tend to support
the framework. But those who see new diversions as necessary diminish the
framework’s authority and reject its potential restrictions.

Castle and MacDonnell of the Getches-Wilkinson Center clearly support the framework,
but they see big problems with taking more water from the upper Colorado River basin.

The pair told (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p198/a256192) the CWCB that “development of significant new Colorado
River supplies increases the risk of future curtailment to all existing, post-1922 Colorado
River water users, reduces the production of renewable hydropower at Colorado River
Storage Project reservoirs, and could ratchet up unwelcome and counterproductive
political dynamics among the Colorado River basin states.”

But officials at Colorado Springs Utilities, while aware of potential issues with
downstream water users in other states, see new TMDs as a likely necessity.

M. Patrick Wells, the managing engineer for water resource planning for CSU, told
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p860/a257610) the CWCB in a Sept. 17 letter
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p853/a257315) that the draft water plan “consistently overlooks the fact that
one or more new TMDs will ultimately need to be constructed to address Colorado’s
water supply gap.”

As such, Wells said the final water plan “should contain a definitive statement that a
new TMD will be constructed, even if no formal concept has been proposed.”

Wells also said CSU has “a significant concern” that adhering to the framework will
become a regulatory requirement of new water projects.

The utility said (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p861/a257612) it “strongly requests” that language be added to the water
plan to “make it abundantly clear that the conceptual framework is not a statement of
state policy, and is not in any way to be interpreted or construed as a basis for any
conditions or requirements in any water court case, state or federal permitting process,
or contract negotiation.”

The members of the Front Range Water Council agree with Colorado Springs Utilities on
this point.

In its Sept. 15 letter (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p503/a257237) , the council pointed to recent remarks about the framework
made by John McClow, a CWCB board member from the Gunnison River basin.

“As board member McClow stated in his remarks at the summer Colorado Water
Congress convention, the framework has no regulatory force or effect," the council
wrote (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p1/a256073
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17.html#document/p510/a257265) . "Rather, it is guidance, the implementation and use of
which will depend on the positions taken by the parties who engage in good faith
negotiations on the construction of future specific proposed projects.”

The council includes Denver Water, Aurora Water, Colorado Springs Utilities, Northern
Water, the Southeastern Colorado Water Conservancy District, the Twin Lakes Reservoir
and Canal Co., and the Board of Water Works of Pueblo.

Brent Gardner-Smith / Aspen Journalism

The Twin Lakes Reservoir in Twin Lakes, Colorado plays a key role in moving water from the Roaring Fork
and Fryingpan rivers to cities on the Eastern Slope.

More water east

A few organizations have told the CWCB that the framework should apply to both
potential new transmountain diversions and the “firming” of existing transmountain
water supplies.

Today, about 600,000 acre-feet of water a year is sent east under the Continental Divide
and over 500,000 acre feet of that is diverted from headwaters in Grand, Summit, Eagle
and Pitkin counties.

And another 120,000 to 140,000 acre-feet of water could be sent east after changes are
made to existing transmountain diversion systems, according to the Colorado River
basin roundtable.

Included in that 140,000 acre-feet figure is 20,000 acre-feet more from the Windy Gap
project in Grand County, 18,000 acre-feet more from the Moffat Collection System above
Winter Park, and 20,000 from the Eagle River MOU project, which potentially includes
an expansion of Eagle Park Reservoir at the Climax Mine and a new dam and reservoir
on lower Homestake Creek.

In addition to those, the water quality and quantity committee of the Northwest
Colorado Council of Governments told (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-

public-comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p140/a256168) the CWCB that there are other
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projects in the works that could send more water east, including “future Dillon Reservoir
diversions, firming in the upper Roaring Fork and Fryingpan rivers, and Colorado
Springs Utilities expanded diversions from the upper Blue River.”

In the language of the Colorado Water Plan, these projects already on the books are
called IPPs, for “identified projects and processes.”

The Pitkin County commissioners, in a Sept. 15 letter
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p160/a257425) , told (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-

comment-packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p160/a256173) the CWCB that the county
“wholeheartedly endorses” the framework but “strongly believes” the framework’s core
principles need to be “expanded in scope to apply equally to the various IPPs that
involve trans-basin diversions.”

The Pitkin County Healthy Rivers and Streams Board, a tax-funded organization
dedicated to leaving more water in the Roaring Fork River and its tributaries, feels the
same way.

“The IPPs are the result of simple community canvassing to obtain information as to any
potential plans or processes that are being contemplated around the state,” the board
wrote (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p847/a257346) in a Sept. 17 letter
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p846/a257312) . “The IPPs have not been vetted and vary widely in size,
impact and feasibility."

Brent Gardner-Smith / Aspen Journalism

A water wheel on the upper Colorado River, now lost to high water.

Some plain language

Trout Unlimited, which has been paying close attention to the development of the water
plan, said it supports the framework.
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But it also gave the CWCB some plain-language criteria it thinks should be used to judge
new TMDs.

“These transmountain diversions of water can cause severe economic and
environmental damage to the areas of origin,” wrote Richard Van Gytenbeek, the
Colorado River Basin outreach coordinator for Trout Unlimited, in a Sept. 17 letter
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p440/a257204) to the CWCB.

As such, Gytenbeek told (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-

packet-9-1-9-17.html#document/p442/a257206) the CWCB it “should reject all new TMDs” unless
the project proponent is already “employing high levels of conservation,” can show
“that water is available for the project,” and “makes commitments that guarantee
against environmental or economic harm to the basin of origin.”

The Colorado River District, which has board members from 15 Western Slope counties,
said it supports the framework.

The river district’s general manager, Eric Kuhn, has been instrumental as a member of
the IBCC in developing many of the framework’s key concepts.

“Admittedly, there are elements of the framework that we would prefer to edit but
recognize there are others who would address those same edits in an opposite fashion,”
the River District told (https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-

1-9-17.html#document/p789/a257411) the CWCB in a Sept. 17 memo
(https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/2489378-public-comment-packet-9-1-9-

17.html#document/p788/a257302) .

However, the River District said the framework “represents a ‘way forward’ for
constructive discussion about possible development of Colorado River basin water
resources for out-of-basin use.”

Editor's note: Aspen Journalism is collaborating with the Post Independent and The
Aspen Times and on coverage of statewide water issues. The Post Independent published
this story (http://www.postindependent.com/news/18943989-113/framework-for-future-diversions-creates-

divisions) on Sunday, Nov. 8, 2015.
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From: Avon Road & Bridge
To: Diane Johnson
Subject: Gearing Up For Winter: Avon Public Works Reminds Residents of Winter Snow R
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:46:29 AM

Notify Me

Gearing Up For Winter: Avon Public Works Reminds 
Residents of Winter Snow Removal Operations
Roadways will be cleared from 4 a.m. to 10 p.m. Property owners are 
responsible for removing snow in their driveway and abutting sidewalks. 

For Immediate Release | November 11, 2015
Contact: Gary Padilla, Public Works Director
970-748-4118 | gpadilla@avon.org
 
Avon, CO—Avon’s Public Works Department maintains the streets throughout town as 
well as the sidewalks and bike paths in the core areas.  Roads are plowed after 1 inch of 
accumulation during 4 a.m. and 10 p.m., or later as required.  This schedule ensures all 
roads will be plowed at least once in a 24-hour period.  
 
Drivers are reminded to slow down and give snow plow tucks ample space to maneuver 
freely.  Avoid driving alongside the plows.  Because of the height and length of the plow 
trucks, a plow driver’s field of vision is limited.  You may not be in the plow driver’s field of 
vision and the driver may not know you are there.  Never pass a snowplow on the right as 
you will be caught in hard snow, ice and rock thrown by the plow blade.
 
Property owners and residents are responsible for maintaining their own driveways, 
parking areas and sidewalks following a storm.  Any accumulation of snow must be 
removed within 24 hours after a storm. Plowing or dumping snow onto Town streets or 
rights of way from adjacent properties is not allowed. Also, snow removal activities must 
not obstruct access to fire hydrants and cleared spaces around hydrants and all utility 
boxes must be maintained.
 
Private snowplow contractors must complete a “Snow Removal Contractor’s Permit” 
through the Avon Public Works Department to operate in the Town of Avon. Visit 
www.avon.org/plowing to obtain a permit application.  
 
Review CDOTs Winter Driving Tips for ways to remain safe on the roads this winter.  If 
you wish to report a road condition, please contact Avon Public Works at 970-748-4118.

# # #

 Share on Facebook  Share on Twitter  Share via Email
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M E M O R A N D U M  

 
TO: Board of Directors 

FROM: Catherine Hayes, Board Secretary 

DATE: November 6, 2015 

RE: Summary of Authority October 22, Special Board Meeting 
 
The following is a summary of items discussed at the October 22, 2015, Authority Special Board Meeting: 

GM Report Linn Brooks presented the General Manager’s Report. 

Meeting Minutes The September 25, 2015, special meeting minutes were approved as 
presented. 

Major Facilities Policy The Board unanimously approved the major facilities policy. The Rules and 
Regulations will be amended accordingly and presented at the November 
meeting. 

September Water 
Sales 

James Wilkins discussed September sales, which were 3% lower than 
projected.  

Development Impact 
Fee Revenue 

James Wilkins said development impact fee revenues are above projections. 

Budget Committee 
Update 

The budget committee recommended budget approval as presented. The 
board will consider adoption of the 2016 budget at its November meeting after 
holding a public hearing on the matter. 

Lake Creek Wells Todd Fessenden said staff continues to work to establish easements on South 
Fork and Eagle River Meadows sites.  

Traer Creek Tank 
Update 

Jim Collins said the matter would be discussed in Executive Session. 

Camp Hale 
Stakeholders Update 

Todd Fessenden updated on the group’s activities, including a recent meeting 
to discuss a wetlands bank and in-lieu fee program and related timelines and 
needed mitigation efforts in the area for unexploded ordinances, asbestos, etc.  

ERMOU Projects 
Update 

Todd Fessenden also discussed potential ERMOU projects, including Eagle 
Park Reservoir expansion and a proposed Whitney Creek Forebay. Public 
comment is being solicited on the projects. Additional meetings with principals 
are being scheduled. 

Urban Runoff Group 
Update 

Siri Roman said an illicit stormwater connection was found to be discharging 
raw sewage into Gore Creek. Staff and town of Vail representatives will 
determine the origins of the connection and apprise the board. The town 
continues to work on recommendations from the Gore Creek Strategic Action 
Plan as well.  

Community Water 
Fluoridation 

Diane Johnson said Snowmass Village will resume fluoridation of their 
community water system after a non-binding ballot of the district’s customers 
showed that 64 percent favor fluoride. The SVWSD board had voted in July to 
stop fluoridating the water supply. Denver Water reaffirmed fluoridation of its 
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water supply in August. 

Colorado Water Plan  Diane Johnson discussed last minute efforts to influence the final plan as it 
nears completion, which is expected Nov. 19 during the CWCB board meeting. 
The CWCB is producing a video for release with the plan that will include 
footage of District staff at several District and Authority facilities. 

Vail Farmers’ Market Diane Johnson said more than 2,000 gallons was distributed over 16 Sundays 
at the Farmers’ Market and thanked staff, managers, and the board for the 
efforts and support. 

Senate Bill 13-019 Diane Johnson reminded directors of District and Authority advocacy for this 
legislation that allows water rights owners to leave water in streams without 
risking a potential future reduction in their historic consumptive use calculation. 
A rancher put it to use late last spring, which has garnered public interest. 

Seniors First Appeal Glenn Porzak noted the appeal hearing in the case was scheduled for 
December 8. 

Piney River Unit 
Diligence Filing 

Glenn Porzak called attention to the favorable ruling of the water referee in the 
Piney River Unit diligence filing.  

ERMOU Projects 
Update 

Glenn Porzak discussed a proposed agreement between EPRC and the 
National Forest Foundation regarding options for wetlands credits in the Camp 
Hale area. Climax and the Homestake Partners already have similar 
agreements in place. 

State Legislation  Glenn Porzak updated on the legislation, meetings for which are ongoing. He 
plans to have consensus on the bill prior to the start of the legislative session 
to allow quick movement through the House and Senate. 

Groundwater 
Directive Revised 

Glenn Porzak said the Forest Service plans to introduce a revised groundwater 
directive. He will monitor and report back to the Board. 

Condemnation 
Resolution 

The Board unanimously approved a resolution to begin the condemnation 
process with Eagle River Meadows regarding the Lake Creek Wells after 
numerous failed attempts to negotiate with the owners. 
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MEMORANDUM 

November 11, 2015 

VIA EMAIL 

TO: Boards of Directors and Linn Brooks, General Manager 
Eagle River Water & Sanitation District and 
Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority 

FROM: James P. Collins 

RE: Settlement and Waiver Agreement with Traer Creek Metropo itan 
District, $42,759.75 

I have attached a copy of the Settlement and Waiver Agreement that has been 
approved by Traer Creek Metro. I recommend that the District Board approve this 
Agreement and authorize its execution. I recommend the Authority Board 
"acknowledge" it. 

Payment to the ERWSD pursuant to this Agreement will clear a long standing 
receivable, first invoiced in 2009, from the District's books and resolve an uncertainty 
concerning the "trigger" for payment which related to development and build out of The 
Village (at Avon). The original Agreement provides that Traer Creek will pay 10% of 
the $427,597.50 cost of constructing the pumpback from the Avon Wastewater Treatment 
Plant to a location near the Water Authority intake, thus eliminating a minimum 
streamflow problem that would have required augmentation by Traer Creek. Although 
legitimate differences exist as to the requirement for payment, this Agreement resolves 
those difference with a payment now of the full amount due. 

Naturally any settlement and waiver reached with Traer Creek Metro and the 
Lindholm developer entities was a concern in light of the pending claims resulting from 
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Boards of Directors and Linn Brooks, General Manager 
November 11, 2015 
Page 2 

the failure of the Traer Creek Tank. This Agreement has also been reviewed and edited 
by Kyle Kreischer, Special Litigation Counsel for the Authority to address any 
ambiguities or arguments that might later be made concerning the scope of the waiver. I 
am now satisfied that the waiver being granted is limited to the Work described in this 
Agreement at the Avon Wastewater Treatment Plant that was completed by ERWSD. 

Although the Authority is not a party to this Agreement, it is being asked to 
execute this Agreement only to "acknowledge" that it is not due any money for the Work 
described in this Agreement. The Authority's execution of this Agreement is for this 
limited purpose. 

If there are any questions or concerns, please advise and we can discuss this 
further in an executive session. 

Attachment 
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SETTLEMENT AND WAIVER AGREEMENT 

This Settlement and Waiver Agreement ("Waiver") is made and entered into this 
	day of 	 , 2015 by the Eagle River Water and Sanitation District, a 
Colorado special district (hereafter "ERWSD") and Traer Creek Metropolitan District, 
a Colorado special district (hereafter "TCMD") (ERWSD and TCMD referred to herein 
as the "Parties"). 

WHEREAS, in 1999 ERWSD and TCMD, or its predecessors in interest, 
stipulated to share certain costs to be incurred by ERWSD to construct a gravity 
discharge effluent pipeline and related improvements be constructed at the Avon Waste 
Water Treatment Plant (the "Work"), such cash contribution by TCMD to be made to 
acquire the right to dedicate a share of the AvOn Effluent return flow to benefit certain 
Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority ("Authority") water rights serving TCMD's 
Service Area, the Village (at Avon) and Village Metropolitan District ("VIVID"); 

WHEREAS, ERWSD completed the Work at a total cost of $427,597.52, and 
TCMD's predecessors in interest agreed to pay ten percent (10%) of the cost of the 
Effluent Pipeline as its appropriate share ($42,759.75) of this expense; 

WHEREAS, the share of the expense attributable to the predecessor in interest to 
the Master Developer for the property (Traer Creek LLC, Traer Creek-RP LLC, EMD 
Limited Liability Company and the other affiliated entities, collectively referred to 
hereinafter as the "Developer"), within the service area of TCMD and/or VMD was first 
invoiced to TCMD on May 21, 2009, Invoice No. 4612, and no payment has been made 
to ERWSD despite repeated requests for payment and subsequent invoices for the same 
amount to TCMD; no interest has been accrued by ERWSD on the amount due; 

WHEREAS, TCMD has previously disputed that its share of this expense was 
currently due and owing because of the belief there exist certain development 
requirements which were required to be met to trigger TCMD's share of the expense 
being due and owing, which share of the expense had previously been referenced in the 
1999 stipulation and related documents regarding water rights for the development; and 

WHEREAS, this Settlement and Waiver Agreement is intended to fully resolve 
and terminate any disputes or claims ERWSD may have had or has against, as applicable, 
TCMD, VMD, the Developer and any related entities or predecessors in interest for their 
share of the costs of the Work. 

NOW, THEREFORE, in return for good and valuable consideration, including 
the monetary consideration set forth below, the receipt and sufficiency of which is 
acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 
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Payment and. Waiver: 

a) Upon execution of this Waiver, TCMD shall pay to ERWSD the sum of 
$42,759.75 in full and final settlement of any and all claims of ERWSD or 
any other related entities or assignees or transferees related thereto against 
the Developer or its predecessors for payment of any portion of the Costs of 
the Work or related expenses, as described herein and as stipulated to by 
the Parties or their predecessors in interest in 1999 and in any related 
agreement, stipulation, invoice, billing or accounting related to the Work. 

b) In consideration of such payment, ERWSD hereby completely release, 
waive, acquit and forever discharge any and all past, present or future 
claims, demands, obligations, actions, causes of action, rights, damages, 
costs, liabilities, expenses and compensation of any kind or nature 
whatsoever, whether for compensatory or punitive damages, including 
economic damages and lost profits whether based in tort, contract, statute 
or other theory of recovery, including, but not limited to, any claims for 
violation of statute, breach of contract, quantum meruit, promissory 
estoppel, negligence, negligent misrepresentation, negligent omission, 
nondisclosure and concealment, personal injury, bodily injury, business 
injury and advertising injury, including further developments there from, 
whether known or not known, latent or patent, manifested or not, that 
ERWSD has, may have, or which may hereafter accrue or otherwise be 
acquired, on account of, or in any way arising out of, or in any manner 
relating to the Work, , cost sharing for the Work by TCMD, VMD, the 
Developer and any related affiliated entities or predecessor in interest for 
the development within TCMD, VMD or The Village (at Avon) and the 
1999 Stipulation, and ERWSD's costs, expenses or attorney fees incurred 
in connection with its claim for cost sharing for this Work. ERWSD hereby 
agrees no other professional fees, costs or expenses are owed to it by 
TCMD or any other entity for the Work and ERWSD hereby expressly 
release and waive any other such claims for such fees as of the effective 
date of this Waiver, specifically including, but not limited to, accrued 
interest on such claims, 

2. Payment and Other Consideration: ERWSD shall receive from TCMD 
the total sum of FORTY-TWO THOUSAND SEVEN-HUNDRED-FIFTY-NINE AND 
75/100 DOLLARS ($42,759.75). This total amount shall be paid by check MADE TO: 
Eagle River Water and Sanitation District for delivery to James P. Collins, General 
Counsel. 

3. Opportunity to Consult with Attorneys: In executing and delivering this 
Waiver, both Parties have relied upon their attorney's judgment, knowledge, and belief as 
to the nature and extent of ERWSD's claim for cost sharing related to or arising from the 
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Work completed by ERWSD and as to the questions of liability involved. At all times, 
each Party has had the benefit of, or opportunity to obtain, legal counsel of its own 
choosing. 

4, 	Limited Scope of Waiver: The terms of this Waiver shall not apply in any 
manner to the separate obligation TCMD has to the Authority for the amount presently 
due to the Authority from TCMD pursuant to the Agreement dated November 4, 2002 
(which is estimated to be $108,634,96 after application of the payment due on September 
16, 2015), which obligations are pursuant to a separate and distinct agreement and shall 
continue to be paid by TCMD in the form of annual payments to the Authority pursuant 
to such agreement and due on September 16th  of each year in the amount of $11,880.23, 
including interest at the rate of 5.45% per annum through September 16, 2028, or until 
the full amount of this obligation is satisfied in full. 

This Waiver shall apply only to the costs of the Work described herein and 
shall not apply, nor shall it be construed to apply to any other claims of any kind or 
nature that may now exist or arise in the future of ERWSD or the Authority against 
TCMD or Developer, its affiliated entities and predecessors and successors in interest; 
nor shall this Waiver apply to any easements for water or sewer mains or appurtenant 
facilities to be dedicated or conveyed to ERWSD or the Authority by TCMD or 
Developer, it affiliated entities or predecessors and successors in interest, or the owner or 
owners of the property upon which such facilities have been constructed or are scheduled 
to be constructed now or in the future. 

5. No Admission of Liability. ERWSD acknowledges that TCMD denies 
any obligation on its part for payment of this claim at this time and that this Waiver is 
not to be construed, in any way, as an admission of such obligation to pay this claim at 
this time. It is only a settlement of the obligation to share the costs of the Work done by 
ERWSD for purely economic reasons. 

6. Comprehension of Waiver: By their signatures below, the Parties 
acknowledge and agree that they are entering into this Waiver voluntarily after having the 
opportunity to consult with their legal counsel. Each Party assumes the risk of any 
mistake of fact, whether said fact or facts be past, presently existing, or to arise in the 
future concerning any and all economic damages, non-economic damages, losses and 
expenses sustained even if such damages, losses and expenses have not been previously 
disclosed or discovered by either Party. ERWSD warrants that it is its clear intention to 
fully and forever release TCMD, VMD, the Developer, its affiliated entities, predecessors 
in interests and successors in interests from any and all claims or damages of whatever 
nature, even if there may presently exist a mistaken belief as to the present nature and 
extent of the damages, losses and expenses that could be brought by ERWSD for its 
claim against TCMD, VMD, the Developer, its affiliated entities and predecessors in 
interests for cost sharing of the Work. ERWSD shall not be permitted, under any 
circumstances, to seek to reopen or present further claims against TCMD, VIVID, the 
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Developer, its affiliated entities, predecessors in interests or successors in interests in 
connection with the Work or its claim for cost sharing, or for its costs, expenses or 
attorneys' fees incurred in connection therewith. 

7, Warranty of Capacity to Execute Waiver: Each Party represents and 
warrants that it has the right and exclusive authority to execute this Waiver and receive 
the consideration specified in it on behalf of ERWSD and that this Waiver constitutes a 
legal, valid, binding and enforceable obligation upon them. 

8, Governing Law: This Waiver shall be construed and interpreted in 
accordance with the laws of the State of Colorado. Jurisdiction and venue for any action 
concerning this Waiver shall be proper and exclusive in the District Court for Eagle 
County, Colorado. It shall not be construed against the Party on whose behalf it was 
drafted solely because of the fact that that Party drafted it. If any portion of this Waiver 
is deemed ineffective, unlawful or otherwise unenforceable, that portion of the Waiver 
may be stricken and all remaining provisions shall remain fully binding and in effect. 

9. 	Miscellaneous Provisions. 

(a) This Waiver contains the entire understanding of the parties hereto 
with respect to its subject matter and supersedes all prior oral and written understandings 
and agreements between the Parties. 

(b) This Agreement shall be binding upon, ERWSD and any of their 
respective predecessors in interest, successors in interest, as well as any entities acting on 
behalf thereof or asserting a derivative claim, and, on the other hand, TCMD, the 
Developer, and their successors, affiliates, employees, administrators, assigns and 
subrogees, if any, as well as all other persons, firms or corporations acting on TCMD's 
behalf or asserting a derivative claim as an affiliate of TCMD. 

(c) . This Waiver may be executed in two counterparts, each of which 
shall be an original, but all of which, together, shall constitute one and the same 
instrument. The Parties consent to the use of electronic signatures and. agree that the 
transaction may be conducted electronically pursuant to the Uniform Electronic 
Transactions Act, § 24-71.3- 10 1, et seq., C.R.S. The Waiver and any other documents 
requiring a signature may be signed electronically by either party. The parties agree not 
to deny the legal effect or enforceability of the Waiver, solely because it is in electronic 
form or because an electronic record was used in its formation. The parties agree not to 
object to the admissibility of the Waiver in the form of an electronic record, a paper copy 
of an electronic document, or a paper copy of a document bearing an electronic signature 
on the grounds that it is an electronic record or an electronic signature or that it is not in 
its original form or is not an original, 

EAGLE RIVER WATER AND 
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SANITATION DISTRICT 

By: 

Title: 

Approved as to form: 

James P. Collins, General Counsel for ERWSD 

STATE OF COLORADO 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF EAGLE 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 
	

day of 	, 2015 by 
as 	 of Eagle River Water and Sanitation 

District. 

Witness my hand and official seal. 

My commission expires: 

Notary Public 
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TRAER CREEK METROPOLITAN 
DISTRICT 

By: 

Title: 

Approved as to form: 

David O'Leary, General Counsel for TCMD 

STATE OF COLORADO 
) ss. 

COUNTY OF 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 	day of 	, 2015 by 
	 as 	 of Traer Creek Metropolitan District. 

Witness my hand and official seal. 

My commission expires: 

Notary Public 
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Upper Eagle Regional Water Authority ("Authority") acknowledges that it is not due 
any money for the Work described in this Agreement, it is not a party to this Agreement 
and it is not binding on the Authority, 

UPPER EAGLE 
REGIONAL WATER AUTHORITY 

By: 

Title: 

Approved as to form: 

James P, Collins, General Counsel for UERWA 
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